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CHAPTER I
VERBAL BEHAVIOR? A THEORETICAL OUTLINE
Statement of Problem. This study is concerned with the
.in- in . ■ . u M t . n i „ ....,,c„u,..,..i. . , T . . .  'T r T  "iH "in r 'ii.r-TTr w
Investigation of the relationships between language and oer- 
tain other behavioral characteristics of the Individual. 
Students have regarded language in many ways.
Statistieal studies have provided counts of word fre­
quency; cement ids ts have Inquired into the nature of ‘•word- 
fact relationships*; sociological and related studies have 
considered language as an agent of communication; behavlor- 
ista would make language a form of conditioned behavior. It
is difficult to classify the studies cited above as well as
many others1 with respect to their assumptions concerning 
the relationships between language and the individual; such 
assumptions are often left Implicit. It Is possible that the 
frequent failure to formulate hypotheses whlbh would specify 
the relationship between language and Its user is the reason 
that Pronko has said* *.... despite a wealth of Interest and 
of work, there seems to be no corresponding Increase in our 
understanding of linguistic responses. *
In this study we first assume that language is func­
tionally related to many other variables in man's behavioral 
environment. This assumption can mean (1) that language Is
^For two psychologically oriented reviews of research 
on language see?Pronko, M. H., "Language and Psychol I ngui sties1 (39) 
Sanford, P. H., “Speech and Personality* (h@).
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merely a carrier of Ideas, an overt correlate of thinking, 
or (2) that a person's vocabulary and the way he has been 
conditioned to use his words influence his behavior. We 
have chosen the latter as a working hypothesis because we 
believe that the latter assumption is more nearly amenable 
to delineation and experimental attack.
If one assumes that language is more than an overt, 
peripheral manifestation of thinking, then It follows that 
hypotheses as to the nature of verbal behavior may be 
necessary to the adequate understanding of the many psycho­
logical phenomena functionally related to It. The assumption 
that verbal behavior has some substance in its own right can 
be shown to be probable if It can be demonstrated experi­
mentally that verbal associations, which have been reinforced 
in past experience, themselves mediate behavior. Taking this 
hypothesis as a point of departure, we will attempt to 
delineate certain of its necessary Implications in the sys­
tematic psychological areas of attitudes, learning and per­
ception and to put them to experimental test.
Certain of the postulates implicit in this hypothesis 
may be summarized briefly as follows: Attitudes are, in part
at least, implicit verbal responses. Attitudes can therefore 
be measured in terms of implicit verbal associations, If 
implicit verbalizations can be made explicit. Since implicit 
word associations have been reinforced In previous learning, 
they are relatively permanent. Subjeots, therefore, cannot 
inhibit previously reinforced word associations easily. It
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follows then, that subjects with strong attitudes of a 
measurable hind can learn word associations in harmony with 
existing attitudes faster than word associations contrary to 
existing'attitudes* A further postulate follows; Implicit 
verbal associations may influence the perceptive process.
The objects of experience that are perceived and the manner 
in which they are perceived may be in part a function of 
implicit word associations that have been reinforced in past 
experience.
Validation of the assumptions outlined above would have 
considerable Import for systematic psychological theory. 
Behaviorlsts have shown that a considerable portion of the 
behavior of organisms can be explained in terms of condition~ 
ing principles wi^iout resort to mental is tic constructs.
Their explanations of verbal behavior have been less satis­
factory, and where principles of conditioning have been found 
insufficient, they have sometimes resorted to mentalistic 
concepts. Behaviorlsts have frequently proclaimed that 
language is a form of conditioned behavior; it should be 
pointed out, however, that not nearly enough experimental 
evidence Is currently available to serve as a basis for the 
formulation of a comprehensive theory of verbal behavior that 
can be built into a conditioning framework. It is believed 
that contributions to a theory of verbal behavior can help 
make a whole area of behavior previously assumed to be 
voluntary, amenable to scientific scrutiny. Thus, if the 
assumptions outlined previously can be shown to be tenable,
suoh constructs as "attitudesH, "conceptsH and "ideas* may 
become definable In terras of verbal associations, making them 
easier to attack by experimental methods. Obviously the 
validation of a position so broadly outlined as that above 
is not possible in the research to be described here. We can 
only add some increment to its plausibility.
the foregoing paragraphs summarise the essential view~ 
point and the problem of this thesis. Experimental work 
designed to test the hypotheses stated is reported In 
Chapters II, III, and IV, and the viewpoint and hypotheses 
are further developed in this chapter.
IMPLICATIONS
Summary Statement. This is a theoretical study and as 
such Is not purposely oriented to practical applications*
But before turning our attention to theory, it is well to 
consider certain manifestations of such phenomena as per­
ception, attitudes and verbal behavior in the field of cofpl- 
tlon as well as more mundane affairs.
The Judgmental Process. Reduced to its essence, a study 
of attitudes and perception Is a study of people making 
judgments and being guided in action by the®; it is a study 
of situational and personality factors which influence men to 
make the judgments they do. In the judgmental process, the 
Influence of personality, past experience and language habits 
are critical. All observers are not led by the same physical 
evidence to the same picture of the world around them.
5
Moreover# even If we were physically able to do so# w® could 
not check all our knowledge against sensory experience; we 
lack the time* As societies become more closely Integrated, 
their members must derive greater proportions of their 
knowledge second hand from newspaper# radio or library*
This 1® to ®ay that most of our judgments are formulated 
primarily on the basis of verbal experience. We might choose 
dozens of commonplace examples to illustrate the point. For 
example we read from the paper# HJohn L. sends miners back t© 
work"* We believe this statement not because we saw a coal 
miner go back to work but because we have faith in the 
integrity of the press#
Attitudes and Knowledge. When we draw from the opinions 
of others to form our own, it is often difficult to separate 
fact from the originator*s interpretation of fact* Hence we 
are apt to accept both uncritically. Lacking adequate sensory 
frames of reference # we are prone to forget that even those 
who make us© of all the operations prescribed by scientific 
methodology must interpret their facts In keeping with their 
own systems of concepts. Bertrand Bussell (36#p*109), in 
poking fun at psychologists has observed that#
Animals studied by Americans rush about 
frantically, with an incredible display of hustle 
and pep# and at last achieve the desired result 
by chance * Animals observed by Germans sit still 
and think, and at last evolve the solution out of 
their inner consciousness»
Attitudes and Government. Sometimes we are surprised to 
find that those concepts we have formed through verbal
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experience and logical deductions fail to harmonize with 
sensory evidence. An Interesting example of a great thinker 
in conflict was John Stuart Mill younger Mill
with incisive logic elaborated the laiasez faire economic 
philosophy of Smith and Ricardo, but the older Mill revolted 
at the factory system with its slums and poverty, the 
necessary end product of laiasez fairs.
Differences between the attitudes of individuals and 
groups are vital in the everyday economic and political life 
of a democratic society which must continually try to 
rationalize such differences by peaceful means. This quota­
tion is worth noting.
Government can deal and should deal with 
blindly selfish men. But that is a comparatively 
small part— the easier part of our problem. The 
larger, more Important and more difficult part of 
our problem is to deal with men who are not selfish 
and who are good citizens, but who cannot see the 
social and economic consequences of their actions 
in a modern, economically interdependent community.
They fall to grasp the significance of some of our 
most vital soclad and economic problems because 
they see them only in the light of their own 
personal experience and not in perspective with the 
experience of other men and other industries. They, 
therefore, fail to see these problems for the nation 
as a whole.
The statement was part of an address to Congress (193&) 
by the late President Roosevelt.
L anguage and Pqwer. Language is a means of communica­
tion but properly tempered It can be made an instrument of 
power. Often the great leaders have been men who could find 
the fitting shibboleth to express and crystallize the 
inarticulate wishes of the populus. Physical defects may
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not handicap the politician— nor mental deficiencies either—  
as long as he can make noises that please the voters. Have 
we ever had a senator who stuttered? Karl Marx, like Mill, saw 
the slums and poverty of Western Europe. But he built quite 
a different philosophy from his experience whose cateh-word, 
"Expropriate the expropriators", fired the Imagination of many 
oppressed Eastern Europeans and set them to action. From the 
ruins of Russian feudalism a mighty power has arisen to make 
use of all the tools of science to Increase its power. Frees 
and radio broadcast what the regime wants the people to know. 
"Education" is universal; the first grader must learn the 
proper use of the dialectic, a conditioning process that is 
continuous for life. It may well be that the ultimate survi­
val of this organisation will depend upon Its ability to con­
tradict immediate sensory evidence by verbal experience.
It is apparent from the brief summary statement above 
that the phenomena we are to investigate are of national and 
international import. Psyohologists have shown increasing 
Interest in these areas, insisting that such constructs as 
attitudes must be more clearly defined (13* H-5). It is 
therefore felt that a contribution to the better understanding 
of such phenomena as verbal behavior, perception and attitudes 
may have both theoretical and practical Implications.
ATTITUDES
Definitions of Attitudes. Attitudes have been defined
in m.i ■m———n —t t —1—rr i t  TT—m - w - n r - r t r - — t  *«i
in various ways. Laplere (25#PP* 2J2^2Jh) classifies attitudes
a
along with sentiment*, beliefs, values, etc. as the "mental * 
component of society. Of belief he says, "Beliefs are 
symbolic inventions arrived at in much the same way as any 
other invention, 1.®*, by trial and error synthesis of ante­
cedent elements. *
0. w. All port (l) says, "An attitude is a mental and 
neural state of readiness, exerting a directive or dynamic 
influence upon the individual1* response to all objects and 
situations with which It Is related.8
Munn (36,pp.100,239) defines attitudes as "learned 
tendencies to respond positively or negatively to objects, 
situations, persons or ideas.8
Britt (5,p.119) speafcs of overt and covert attitudes. 
Mc&emar (33*Pi>* 2B9-B90), in summarising a number of 
definitions of attitudes says,
The common el ament with most definitions of
social attitude is that such an attitude Is a
readiness or tendency to act or react in a certain 
manner. Mo one has ever seen an attitude; an 
attitude, however real to Its possessor. Is an 
abstraction, the existence of which Is inferred 
either from non-verbal overt behavior, or from 
verbal or symbolic behavior.
Hebb (19,P.1^1) identifies an attitude with "an enduring 
selectivity . . . .  (mediated by) a persisting central neural 
influence that sustains activity in one particular direction.8
Sherif and Santril (^5) have pointed to the confusion
in defining attitudes. They state that:
Attitudes are learned states of readiness that 
imply a subject-object relationship. They are more 
or less enduring states of readiness ........
9
They range in the number and variety of stimuli 
to which they are referred . . . . .  They have
affective properties in different degrees ........
Attitudinal activities are Judgments ........
Words serve as a medium for the formation and
.4.4*. UMiliKl r ± M .  niglib ,'*■» Vf-gtf iv m  Ml»l n't r 'i'ff * m t ‘ ' ■ l«HH>i I I'M "H1' "»» ■ ! "t  i ■expression o f attitudes.
Still another definition of an attitude comes from Boob 
(13) who also insists that attitudes need be more rigorously 
defined.
An attitude (l) Is an Implicit response,
(2) which is both anticipatory and mediating in 
reference to patterns of overt responses, {3) 
which is evoked by a variety of stimulus patterns 
as a result of previous learning or gradients of 
generalization and discrimination, (a) which is 
Itself both cue and drive producing, (5 ) And 
which is considered significant in the individual's 
society*
The agreement among the definitions cited above leaves 
much to be desired. It should be noted that the various 
definitions disagree more often on points of emphasis than 
between the assertions made. Some emphasize the affective 
tone of an attitude, others the antecedent learning activi­
ties. Allport, Britt, and Munn emphasize the overt mani­
festations of attitudes; Boob says that an attitude is an 
Implicit response; Hebb would define an attitude In terms of 
a persisting series of neural phase cycles.
Restatement of the Problem. In the definitions cited 
above and in other treatments of attitudes, one finds 
scattered references to the relationships between attitudes 
and verbal behavior. But as & general rule the attitude is 
the central thing; the accompanying verbal behavior is 
considered to be only an ephemeral and passive phenomenon—
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an Ineffectual appendacre which, like the tail of a dog, wags 
when hie master %ill8" to wag it.
This writer proposes that the problem be approached on 
a different tack* Attitudes art generally expressed verbally 
and commonly measured by verbal techniques. A large pro­
portion of our attitudes— attitudes toward morals, religion, 
communism, etc., etc.— are learned primarily by verbal 
indoctrination or precept. (How many Americans have seen a 
ieiaber of the Folitbureaul) It has been - said that attitudes 
are Judgments, that they are determining tendencies that 
tend to channel our thinking, thinking involves Implicit 
manipulation of symbols, for the most part verbal ones. It 
is therefore proposed that hloyd Morgan*© Canon be followed! 
let the more parsimonious explanation of an attitude be 
chosen. Attitudes, considered in this light, are one mani* 
festatlon of verbal behavior. Instead of defining attitudes 
as implicit responses, we will make the working assumption 
that attitudes are implicit verbal associations, conditioned 
and reinforced in past experience# which mediate behavior.
This statement of the matter needs to be fitted into a 
theoretical treatment of verbal behavior.
MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES BY WORD ASSOCIATIONS
Qrlentatlpn. Since Watson identified language with 9the 
neuromuscular system in the head, neck, and chest segmentsn 
(5^,p.3^°) a number of psychologists have attempted to develop 
a theory of language within a behavioristic framework. For
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example, Cofer and Foley (12), starting with the premise 
that language Is a form of oondltl oned behavior, have laid 
a theoretical groundwork for the application of conditioning 
principles to language behavior, They refer to the experi­
mentally demonstrated facts that generalisation occurs along 
semantic continuum. In a more reeent Investigation, Hasran 
(4̂ 0) has explored the relative strengths of a number of 
semantic and phonetic gradients of conditioning. The follow­
ing theoretical discussion follows and extends that made by 
Cofer and Foley, It is divided Into three seotlons, corre­
sponding to the three sets of studies designed and executed 
to secure evidence as to its tenability. The first section 
develops the theory to the point required for the measurement 
of attitudes by means of a verbal association technique. The 
second section elaborates the theory as required for the 
study of attitudes In relation to learning. The third 
further extends the analysis as demanded by the problems 
suggested In perceptual behavior,
A brief Summary of the theoretical development may be 
made at this point, in order to guide the reader as he surveys 
the material that follows. Words, or verbal responses, are 
initially learned in respect to external objects and, later,
In respect to one another as well, thus, many stimulus 
objects, when presented to a subject, will elicit a verbal 
response. It is postulated that some of the reinforcement of 
these object-word associations is social, i.e., shared in a 
cultural group, whereas other reinforcement may be largely
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restricted In terms of the particular experiences to which 
an individual has been subject. It Is further postulated 
that obJeet~verbal response tendencies as well as the 
tendency of verbal responses to be emitted in the absence of 
specific stimulation exist between individual© and within a 
given Individual in different degrees of availability and 
strength (the reserve concept), and this would mean that 
certain verbal response© have a great livelihood of being 
evoked by certain stimuli and that certain verbal responses 
would have a greater probability of being emitted than would 
others in a relatively ambiguous external situation. It is 
also assumed that the giving of a verbal response is not an 
isolated occurrence but rather that such a response affects 
other potential responses related to the given response in 
specifiable ways. Generalisation, either In terms of 
similarity of physical characteristics (primary generails** 
tlon) or in meaning (mediated generalisation), is at least 
one process that may account for this spread of effect from 
one verbal response to other responses.
Individual PifferenoesIn Language Behavior. Words are 
symbols which represent objeots or concepts. These symbols, 
and the notions of the relationships between symbols and 
their referents, are transmitted by the members of each 
generation to the next as a part of the cultural heritage. 
Words are socially shared; words implement communication among 
speech communities to the extant that their connotations are 
common to its members. Until Quite recently the implications
13
of *mlsunderstandings * of words between members of a speech 
community hare not been appreciated. Recently, W. Johnson 
{21 ,pp.5°7-51^) has developed two measures, the Extensions! 
Agreement Index and the Intensional Agreement Index, whioh 
*express the degree of agreement among H persons in defining 
a given term. # These indices may be thou^it of as a sort 
of common denominator—  the average social connotation of a 
word among the members of a specifiable speeoh community.
As Cofer and Foley (and many others) have observed, a 
second part of the oonnotat ions of a word is personal— a 
function of the individual's own language experience. Thus, 
it may be assumed that the connotations of every word known 
to the subject are a joint function of social conditioning 
and of a conditioning process unique to personal experience.
The assumption (we might say, the fact) that individual 
differences In verbal behavior do exist, sets the direction 
for this study. The development of precise and valid measures 
of verbal behavior is, however, still a critical problem. 
Individual differences in verbal behavior have been found in 
various forme of word association tests; further, measures 
of written and spoken speeoh have been developed from the 
categories of classification long used by grammarians. A 
summary of certain studies which relate verbal behavior to 
systematic background and personality factors follows.
doodenough (IS) has found signifleant differences between 
men and women on free association tests and has developed a 
scoring key on the basis of such differences. Significant
difference8 between free assoolatlone of married and 
professional women are also reported. Foley and WoKlllan 
(17) used stimulus words capable of eliciting either medical 
or legal responses to test free associations of medical and 
law students. Differences in free associations were found to 
correspond to differences in professional training. Fehrer 
et al. (16) report relationships between frequency of use of 
various parts of speeoh and occupational preferences.
F. Sanford (4-2) made an Intensive study of the language 
behavior of two subjects. He reported a number of marked 
differences in language usage. Wendell Johnson et al. (22) 
report significant differences between spoken language samples 
of college freshmen with high Intel llgence Quotients and 
schizophrenia* of various descriptions, a result not altogether 
unexpected. Differences are al so reported between these two 
groups in frequency of usage of various grammatical parts of 
speech in samples of writing. Finally, studies of perception, 
which will be described later In some detail, indicate 
different recognition times for words depending upon the 
attitudes of the subject. While many of these studies are 
preliminary, a number of the results cited reach & high level 
of statistical significance.
Social and Personal Determinants of Language Behavior.
iiwMM n iiiH ii i ifiiii iiiiiwiiiwiiw>»[i-iiiiiiiiiiiiM)-iir>iiii ia iwiwwwpil<|i |T|ifiwwlMiiiiii'wt iwiiBiriiWiin»B>irriTT nil i i iiri’irii T T m i f i fn ii'-rnr nT ^m ntnnrrii m r rn  i— irmrTrnr^mr-nr-nr  r i i m i r iT irr-irntrTf-'T-H  — —“*1— ~—nr------
Social and personal conditioning are shown in responses to 
free association tests, fhe type of responses elicited by 
stimulus words does not vary randomly among the tens of 
thousands of words of the English language; it is generally
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limited to a rather restricted number of words. The number 
of different response word® Is* as a general rule, quite 
limited and not uncommonly a major portion of subjects give 
the same response word. It Is a reasonable assumption that 
the variety of response words is indicative of personal 
generalisation gradients; the restriction of the variety of 
responses indicates similarities In social conditioning.
The above-mentioned fact® may be explained In behavioral 
terms as follows:
When a stimulus word 1® presented to a subject, a number 
of reaction potentials^* are generated. Such reaction 
potentials may be competitive and/or mutually reinforcing. 
They undoubtedly exist In a rather continuous state of 
oscillation, a phenomenon to which Hull gives considerable 
attention (SO), To extend this line of reasoning, when a 
stimulus word 1® presented to a subject he cannot give a 
response word until —
(l) The S-Word-— R-Word reaction potential is above 
threshold strength.
^It may be assumed that, when an organism Is presented 
with a stimulus or stimuli, a number of responses are avail­
able for evocation. However, these response® will possess 
differing degrees of evooablllty at any time, and It Is 
postulated that that response with the greatest availability 
or evooablllty will occur. The concept reaction potential 
refers to this notion of response availability or evooablllty. 
It is suggested that the overt responses of the organism give 
a reasonably valid measure"o't **the presence and the strength 
of the response or reaction potentials.
The term® “response potential * and “reaction potential*1 
are used to designate behavioral phenomena which we must 
assume to exist. Terms which have been used by other writers 
to denote concepts which are similar in many respect® are 
“response tendency**, “reaction tendency”, “excitatory 
potential", “behavior tendency*1 and “behavior potential**.
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(2) flie B-Word— !-Worfi reaction potential Is llralnally 
stronger than that of other competing S-Word-— fi-Word re­
action potentials.
These factors specify the probability of response evoca­
tion and the latency of the response If it occurs. Which ■ 
response word is given Is' a function of the strength of the 
S-Word-—  H-Word reaction potential and of the comparative 
strength of the competing reaction potentials between the 
stimulus word and the response word which Is eventually given* 
and the stimulus word and other response words. The strength 
and number of reaction potentials ie determined by prior 
social and personal conditioning. This hypothesis can be 
shown ' dl&gramaat 1 eally as followsi
STIMULUS WORD —  Bx ♦ P1  Response Word 1
(elicited)S. 4 P — Response Word 2
%  * ~~~~~ Response Word H
8 Strength of Social Reaction Potential —  S-R
(1-8)
P Strength of Personal Reaction Potential —  S-R
As indicated above, when a stimulus word is presented to 
a subject a number of possible response words may "come to 
mind* In the sense that there are many competing reaction 
potentials. The response word of that S-R pair that has the 
strongest reaction potential is elicited. The speed with 
which a response word Is elicited is a function of the rela­
tive and absolute strength of competing reaction potentials*
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If these assumptions ere true, the strength of reaction 
potentials oan be measured <|ulte simply by a modification of 
the free association technique* Consider the triplet?
buildingHOUSE
louse
The word house is the stimulus word. The words building 
and louse are tentative response words. The subject Is 
instructed to "Associate the stimulus word with the response 
word you find easiest to associate with it by drawing a line 
from the stimulus word to that response word. * Thus, with a 
given subject, at a given time, determination can be made as 
to whether the semantic-synonym or phonetic gradient is 
stronger In this particular triplet.
Measurement of Attitudes by a Word Association Method.
mil  I ■ .1 1̂ m— iirJ—m*. ,—..|«Wiiî in„1y ,i| iVI, r.. mjnj'. if  ■ H,WM?1u W '"IM ■"'■iff—1 « W-rWi !■.*!**.. lit i liilBfliH j|| ,ffc ,i<m. f.Hl
Authorities agree that attitudes result from previous condi­
tioning— attitudes are learned. Let the assumption be made, 
as it was made above, that an attitude Is one manifestation 
of verbal behavior! that an attitude is a name applicable to 
a syndrome of implicit verbal reaction potentials reinforced 
by formal and informal social conditioning and by motivated 
and fortuitous personal experiences. The strength of an 
attitude Is proportional to the strength of the implicit 
verbal S-R reaction potentials. The number of subjective 
"facts" held about the object of an attitude is proportional 
to the variety of verbal responses available. If these 
assumptions are correct It follows that attitudes can be 
validly measured by verbal associations. Different attitudes
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correspond to differences in the kind of implicit verbal 
associations and to differences in the strength of implicit 
verbal reaction potentials* These differences can be 
measured with the triplet technique illustrated above*
4s an example# a stimulus word is followed by two 
response words so that it can be paired with either* Fairing 
the stimulus word with one of the response words is indica­
tive of on© attitude, pairing it with a second is indicative 
of another* If religious and economic attitudes are selected 




Wien the subject, is ins tame ted- to make the preferred 
association, two implicit S-R reaction potentials are generated, 
STANDARDS-gold and 3T All DARDS-moral• The subject associates 
the stimulus word with the response word whose S-R reaction 
potential is stronger*
Experimental Predictions* If the preceding theoretical 
analysis is correct, a set of triplets such as those Illus­
trated above can be used to measure the relative strength of 
two attitudes* This assumption can be tested experimentally 
by comparison of indices of attitudes arrived at by the 
triplet device with other valid attitude measures•
The preceding theoretical analysis requires that a 
further assumption be made• If a subject holds two equally 
strong attitudes in the respects being measured, many of the 
S-Rj, 3-Rg reaction potentials will be approximately equal In
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strength. The subject will therefor© take longer to "decide” 
which response word to associate with the stimulus word for 
it must be assumed that a llminal difference between the 
strengths of the two reaction potentials Is necessary before 
one can evoke a response In the presence of the other# There­
fore people whose attitudes are about equally strong in both 
respects measured will require longer to complete the test 
than those who hold on© attitude much more strongly than the 
other#
The analysis just concluded suggests that attitudes may 
be measured by word association techniques and, further, that 
certain time differences should be apparent among different 
kinds of subjects* Tests of these possibilities are reported 
In Chapter II*
ATTITUDES AMD LEABMIND
Further theoretical analysis is contingent upon experi­
mental validation of the predictions that follow from con­
siderations outlined in the preceding section* Assuming 
that these predictions are b o m ©  out, the following assumptions 
as to the nature of an attitude may be taken as working 
hypothesess An attitude Is a type of verbal behavior 
characterised by implicit verbal associations reinforced by 
prior conditioning* The overt manifestations of attitudes 
ar© overt verbal responses which may be measured In terms of 
their type and their latencies#
We will return to this way of thinking of attitudes after 
briefly summarising several statements In regard to the
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relationship between attitudes and learning.
Boob (IJ) says:
. . . .  The arousal of an attitude Involves 
two traditional problem a in psychology— perception 
and learning. The two can only be separated for 
purposes of analysis. Perception indicates that 
the individual is responding because he has pre­
viously paid attention to or been oriented toward 
certain stimuli that affect his sense organs and 
affect his attitude. Learning emphasises the 
reasons in the past history of the individual which 
have brought about the bond between the stimulus 
pattern and the attitude.
Kreoh (S3) says;
. . . .  These three characteristics of atti­
tudes— the Integrative aspect, the responsiveness 
of the attitudes to experience, and the cognitive 
aspect— almost compel the suggestion that attitudes 
might logically be regarded as problem attempts—  
attempts by the Individual to solve some of the 
problems confronting him in his social world. This 
is not a matter of saying, in more elaborate 
terminology# that attitudes are Influenced by learn­
ing, but rather that attitudes are the very stuff 
that learning is made of— at least in the social 
segment of the Individual1# personality. An attitude 
is the integration of learned modes of response.
The above formulation immediately suggests 
that we apply to the study of attitudes the theory 
and techniques of the psychology of learning . . . . .  
The theoretical and experimental psychologist need 
not drop his techniques and principles acquired in 
the Investigation of learning when he approaches the 
study of man and attitudes.
Bruner and doodman (6 ) say, **Attltudtnal activities are 
judgment® . . . .  attitudes will some day be closely linked 
with the psychology of learning and oonditioning.M These 
and other writers have placed emphasis upon the relationship 
between attitudes and learning. The statement that attitudes 
and learning are functionally related is, however, capable 
of three interpretations. Writers frequently fall to specify
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whether they mean that (l) attitude® are learned (s) atti­
tude® Influence Immediate learning, or (3) attitudes are 
learned and influence immediate learning also. Certainly 
sufficient experimental and ^common sense1 evidence exists to 
support the conclusion that attitudes are learned. But the 
statement that attitude® Influence Immediate learning does 
not necessarily follow from the fact that attitudes are 
learned and, in fact, attempts to test the hypothesis that 
attitudes influence lm.med.late learning, have frequently failed 
to yield positive results. This point will be discussed In 
some detail in Chapter III. If It is true that attitudes 
affect Immediate learning, the influence of attitudes may 
operate in one or both of these ways!
1. A subject having a strong positive attitude of a 
specified sort can 1 earn experiences and verbal material in 
harmony with such an attitude better than experiences and 
verbal material which conflict with the existing attitude.
2. A subject having a strong positive attitude of a 
specified sort will tend to choose to learn experiences and 
verbal material in harmony with that attitude rather than 
experiences and verbal material opposed to It.
A major portion of this thesis is devoted to a test of 
the first hypothesis which is described In Chapter III. Fart 
of Chapter IV will be devoted to testing the second hypothe­
sis.
A verbal theory of attitudes provides a handy means of 
stating the above considerations explicitly. Furthermore,
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when they are so stated, implications for testing them 
experimentally become fairly obvious. A statement follows:
The verbal assooiatlons that have been strengthened by 
pre-experimental reinforcements exhibit the permanency that 
characterises the learning process. They cannot be inhibited 
Mat will*. They therefore affect Immediate learning in the 
following manner:
Experiment al Fredlotions. A strongly held attitude is 
characterized by an associative context In which the associa­
tive reaction potentials are relatively strong and very 
likely the number of responses available is large. In the 
learning process, when a paired associate In harmony with a 
strongly held existing attitude is presented to subjects, 
the appropriate response to the stimulus word if not pre­
viously reinforced in past experience, is easily provided by 
mediated generalization since it is not far removed fro® the 
stimulus word along semantic gradients. On the other hand, 
if the earn© paired associate is presented to subjects who are 
neutral or negative toward the attitude in question, the 
implicit semantic gradients are weaker and the associative 
connsotions between the stimulus and response words are more 
indirect. The prediction would therefore follow that subjects 
can learn paired associates in harmony with an existing 
attitude faster than paired associates neutral or contrary 
to an existing attitude.
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■PERGEPTIGB
traditional and Behavioral Stodies of Perception* It 
la obvious that only a very restricted area of perceptual 
phenomena can be considered in this treatise# Attention is 
directed to a number of experimentally demonstrated per­
ceptual phenomena which are immediately relevant to the 
preceding discussion of verbal behavior.
Recent studies of perception strongly indicate that 
some central force is producing experimontal results which 
cannot be explained in terms of indices of sensory sensitiv­
ity.
Traditional experimental studies of perception have 
been concerned primarily with the properties of the stimulus 
field* These studies have explored the way in which certain 
stimuli and stimulus patterns are perceived and the perceptual 
correlates of temporal, spatial, and intensity changes in 
the stimulus field* Bruner and Goodman (6) have classified 
the wealth of data of this sort under the heading of 
formalistic studies of perception* The emphasis is upon 
the stimulus and the parcelver has been regarded only as a 
necessary, if sometimes unpredictable and hence troublesome, 
participant in the process.
It Is hardly necessary to point out that "the perceiver” 
so regarded has no flesh and blood counterpart in reality.
He is, rather, an homme moyen--an abstracted average who 
brings to the laboratory two healthy eyes, ears and hands, 
reasonably adequate receptor and response mechanisms. Many
8*
have pointed out the wide divergence between man so taken, 
and the homo sapiens as he actually is, differing one from 
another as to past experience, sensory processes, attitudes, 
emotions, and In numerous 'Other respects.
The above is intended as a statement of fact. Ho 
criticism of the pioneering work of the structuralist stu­
dents of perception Is Intended. They have provided the 
present-day investigators a legacy of experimental data and 
experimental know-how that may be used.as a point of 
departure for current investigations. Without knowledge of 
the relationship between changes in the stimulus and per­
ception, the inquiries of the present-day Investigators into 
the projective nature of perception would be lets meaningful. 
Bor is It quite fair to imply (as many current writers see® 
to have done) that all nineteenth century investigators were 
unaware that the subject has something to do with the 
perceptual process. The following collection of remarks 
from Helmhols {*J*,pp. 3^7) indicate that he clearly under­
stood that the perceiver is. much more than a passive 
mechanism s
Perception may contain many experimental data
not represented in the stimulus........... The
aspects of perception not arising Immediately in 
the stimulus are additions that accrue to perception 
in accordance with its development in past experi­
ence. They develop by association and repetition, 
i.e., conscious states are telescoped and reduced 
until the perceptual process is largely or entirely 
unconscious.............. Since unconscious infer­
ences cannot be prevented by conscious reasoning, 
they are irresistible. By "mental experimentation" 
we discover which sensations cannot be changed by
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will and attribute to the object those that 
oannot. For true scientific knowledge we must 
abstract from Imaglnal supplements what uncon­
scious Inference adds.
It Is plain from the concise statements above that 
Helmholz knew that personal determinants were operative dur­
ing the act of perceiving although he may not have known 
what they were.
A representative selection of research studies bearing 
on the projective nature of perception, especially studies 
germane to experiments described In this thesis, will be 
reviewed.
1. Bruner and Goodman (6 ) and Bruner and Postman (0) 
have shown that perceptual accentuation is correlated with 
psychological needs.
3. Postman, Bruner and McGlnnles (37)» using attitudes 
as the Independent variable, have demonstrated differential 
recognition times for words as a function of attitudes, 
they selected six words Judged to be representative of each 
of the elx value s of the A H  port* Vernon Study of Values. "The 
words were exposed tachlstoscoplcally for brief intervals, 
and recognition times were determined. Recognition times 
for words representative of preferred values were found to be 
significantly shorter than recognition time for words repre­
senting non-preferred values. As, upon successive presenta­
tions of words, exposure times were increased, subjects were 
encouraged to try to identify the word before they were 
certain they could recognize It. These successive approxi­
mations by the subject to the proper word were recorded. It
was round that in such "guesses" subjects tended to make 
more eovaluant and structural responses to words representa­
tive or the preferred value and more nonsense and contra- 
valuant responses to words signifying non-preferred values. 
Similar results are reported by Vanderplas and Blake (50) in 
a repetition of this experiment in which the same stimulus 
words were presented vocally. Results in this case, although 
significant, are not nearly so clear-cut. From the charts 
presented, there appear to be reversals of the reported trend 
(i.e., some subjects reacted rapidly to non-preferred words) 
but these are not discussed in the report.
McGinnies (30), using the Allport-Vemon Study of Values, 
has found a shorter word association time for words in the 
preferred value area* He also found that covaluant responses 
were given more frequently to preferred value words, contra- 
valuant responses more frequently to non-preferred value 
words«
McGinnies (29) has demonstrated "perceptual defense" to 
socially objectionable m words in tonus of slower recognition 
times to such words when they were presented taohistiscopo-C- 
ally.
McLeary and Lazarus (32), in a recent interim report, 
present findings of considerable theoretical import.
GSR evidence is presented to indicate that at 
tachistoseope exposure speeds too rapid for con­
scious discrimination (as measured by the subject’s 
inability to report what stimulus was presented), 
the subject is still capable of responding in a 
discriminatory way.
a?
While only five subjects had been run at the time of the 
report, the reported level of significance of differences Is 
lees than 1$.
The well-known experiment of Carmichael, Kogan and 
Walter (11) demonstrates that verbal experience can produce 
markedly differential effects upon the reproduction— and 
therefore the perception— of ambiguous figures.
Summary of Behavioral Aspects o f Perception. While 
marked sensory differences between individuals were apparent 
in a number of the above experiments, responses differed 
also in a systematic manner to stimuli which were physically 
very nearly similar. These behavioral differences were 
functionally related to existing attitudes and to verbal 
stimuli; they cannot be explained in terms of sensory sensi­
tivity. (In this thesis no attempt Is made to differentiate 
between attitudes and values. In current psychological usage, 
the term “value# Is frequently given a broader connotation 
than the term “attitude“. We hold that for purposes of this 
treatise, the distinction is unnecessary.)
It is clear that some autonomous central process or 
processes are at work. A central process cannot be observed 
directly. Let us summarise accounts of controlled observa­
tions of certain of its (or their) manifestations.
1. When a subject is presented with stimulus words 
representative of a preferred attitudinal or value area as 
contrasted with a non-preferred value area:
m
a. II® verbal responses occur faster.
b. His pre-solution responses are more
frequently similar in meaning to the stimulus 
worde. Contravaluaat or nonsense verbal re­
sponses are more often given as responses to 
stimulus worde of the non-preferred value area.
o. He oan reoognlte worde in harmony with
his preferred values at shorter exposure times.
The words "selective sensitivity* and "value resonance* 
have been given to this class of phenomena.
2. When psychologically threatening words as con­
trasted with neutral words are presented* the activity of 
the autonomic nervous system increases before the words ©an 
be recognised.
3. Word labels presented in close contiguity with 
ambiguous figure® mediate the reproduction process.
Most of the behavior described above Is not con­
scious In so far as the term "consciousness* Is used to 
denote voluntary or wilful behavior.
Psychologist® are in general agreement that descriptive 
behavioral facts such as the above need to be based upon 
intra-organismie conceptual models if the objections of 
science are to be fully realised.
ths verbal reserve 
Heed for a Broader EgEylanatory Construct. It is pro­
posed that an adequate theory of verbal behavior oan contri­
bute materially toward the explanation of the faets
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summarised above as wall as- others related to them * Our 
earlier analysis will be extended accordingly* We have 
heretofore spoken of S-R paired associates, I*©*, of single 
stimulus words paired with single response word©# Obviously 
any theory that confines itself to such atomistic phenomena 
can be applicable- to only a relatively small segment of 
verbal behavior# It cannot be inclusive of the wide rang© 
of verbal phenomena common to everyday affairs# Adults make 
us© of from ten to fifty thousand words with considerable 
facility# To provide a broader base for this theory of 
verbal behavior, w® suggest the construct VERBAL RESERVE^* 
For this construct w© are Indebted to numerous sources, the 
two most prominent of which are Skinner1® (46) hypothetical 
Reflex Reserve, and d©f©r and Foley#s (12) theoretical dis­
cussion of mediated generalization*
1The concept, response or reaction potential, was 
previously Introduced to describe the situation in which a 
given stimulus or pattern of stimuli evokes a reaction# 
However, reaction potentials will also ©xist, and In vary­
ing degrees of strength, in the relative absence of stimu­
lation# To these reaction potential© as a group we give 
th© name "verbal reserve11* This concept also connotes an 
organization or set of systematic relationships among at 
least some of th® response potential© constituting it.
3®
An Haberatioa of the Construct^ The verbal reserve 
It conceived to be a rather flexible network of Implicit 
response potentials. It eat observed earlier .that response 
potential,® are implicit bat that they are indirectly 
measurable in term® of the number, type, and latency of 
overt verbal responses under specified stimulus situation®. 
In general, the .stronger the response potential of a word or 
of a particular chain of verbal associations, the greater 
the probability that .-such a word will be igplleitly aeseel*' 
a ted with other word® and/or evoked. A verbal reserve la 
ooncelved to be a syndrome of implicit verbal responses* 
These implicit responses upon being evoked Indicate the 
character!®tlo verbal habit® and behavior of the individual. 
Jiiaervea of verbal responses vary from individual to
*In order to orient the reader in respect to the mate­
rial that Is to follow, the following discussion present® a 
theoretical system of constructs which were developed In 
part subsequent to experimental Investigation®. As this 
part of the chapter was being written, encouraging results 
were being obtained tm m the learning experiment (Chapter 
III} dong with other experimental data that had not been 
predicted. These results appeared to be related to the 
summary of evidence (page 2l8) concerning the projective 
components of perception* 1b explain these results and the 
perceptual phenomena, it became apparent that the response 
potential construct must be extended. The construct,
Verbal Bcscryc, was developed but before it could be applied 
to fie experimental evidence and to the perceptual phenomena, 
a number of more basic constructs had to be dealt with., 
when the theory was expanded as seemed necessary, it had 
become sc broad that with the exception of one small part# 
it could mot be tested experimentally. The theory is out­
lined in the following pages to Illustrate its possibilities 
in accounting for perceptual and related phenomena. The 
analysis which follows is therefore highly speculative, 
being supported by experimental evidence only in so far as 
it Is consistent with experimental results currently 
available*
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individual in respect to the number of responses available, 
the manner in whioh their response potentials have been 
reinforced and the strength of the response potentials that 
constitute the verbal reserve. The construct, verbal 
reserve, is needed to account for experimental evidence 
summarised under category 1, page 27. Furthermore this 
construct is consistent with the commonplace observation 
that Individuals differ in their inclinations to discuss 
certain topics with greater enthusiasm! and/or In greater 
detail than others.
The Learning of Verbal Response® and Verbal Response
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Habits. Implicit verbal association© are not randomly dis­
tributed but are ordered into various sequences by prior 
social and personal experience, for each person in a some­
what different way. Two obvious methods of learning word- 
to-object relationships are theses
(1) the individual learns to associate words with 
perceivable stimulus objects and stimulus situations.
(2) The individual learns to associate words with the 
signs of stimulus objects. Some of these signs are other 
words that are associated in some way with the same stimulus 
or with physically similar stimuli or stimulus situations.
The assumption seems reasonable that the more often the 
word-object or word-sign associations has been made, the 
greater the response potential of the word when the indi­
vidual perceives its referent. The principle distinction 
between the first and second types of associative learning
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Is that in the case of the second, it is not necessary that 
the object itself be in the environment. In the next 
section, we turn to a third aspect of verbal behavior, 
verbal associations that occur when neither objects nor 
their signs are present.VWANTt..'W/r<*r;i*‘»W» .'rm • i< • wWf«„• ,Mt .■..h
Autonomous Seman 11 c daneral 1 zat ion. Psycholagists are 
often hard put to account for consistencies in human per­
formance by clearly defined theories and constructs. It la 
proposed that such consistencies may be explained, In part 
at least, in terms of verbal phenomena subsumed under the 
not entirely satisfactory descriptive term we have been 
forced to coin**autonomous semantic generalisation.
(l) Autonomous semantic generalization by implicit or 
overt recitations By purposeful recall we oan reinforce^
pverbal associations either of the order ,Wg. .Wn" or of 
the order W^. ,Wg. .Wj. .Wĵ . .W^. ,Wg. .W y etc. either
implicitly or by overt verbalization of such sequences.
(g) Autonomous semantic generalization by incidental 
reinforcementJ One particular set of verbal associations 
may be reinforced without deliberate Intent if one or more 
words in Its implicit associative sequence or chain also
3-We can find no satisfactory psychological aotion*word 
to convey the operations we wish to describe. Ute word 
Mrelnforceis used to emphasize the repetitive nature of 
this process. A further denotation of the word reinforce* 
ment**reduction of a tension state**is not applicable to 
the use of the word in this context. As he continues, the 
discriminating reader will appreciate that the processes 
being described may as often lead to an increase in tension 
state as a decrease.
.wa denotes word association sequences.
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(a) forme & part of another associative chain, or (b) by 
semantic gradients can easily be associated with a word in 
that chain. Thus, while 1 third*:lug* along the semantic 
gradients of one context of word®,""we ®ay chance upon a word 
that has been previously reinforced frequently in a differ* 
ent verbal context. We may then shift our thoughts from the 
original to the second context.
The Reserve Concept and "Selective ferojiptlon*. It 
should be noted that after particular verbal relationships 
have been continually reinforced by any type or combination 
of methods of learning or reinforcement postulated previously, 
response potentials may become very strong. For example, in 
daily Intercourse, reinforcement by recitation is a very 
common occurrence. It 1® postulated that those syndromes of 
response potentials which are strongest exercise several 
Influences upon the subject which will be discussed In this 
and in the next sections.
Strong syndromes of reaction potential® lower the 
sensory threshold of the subject, which is to say they change 
his Bset*. The probability then Increase® that the indivi­
dual will perceive preferentially (1 ) specifiable objects 
and/or classes of objects denoted by implicit verbal associa­
tions, and (2 ) specifiable verbal symbols which have been 
repeatedly conditioned to such external objects. The 
perceptual threshold for "neutral** objects and their verbal 
symbols Is higher since the Implicit verbal associations that 
stand for "neutral * objects have not been reinforced as often
and/or as vividly In verbal contexts, fhls Is "selective 
perception*, a phenomenon measurable as a relationship 
between th© subject and external objects or their symbols.
fhe. Reserve Concept and Attitudes, the reserve concept 
1® easily applicable to certain obaraoteristics of attitudes. 
W© mention two:
(!) An attitude Is characterised by an affective tone, 
(g) Objects or situations that elicit a strong atti­
tude give rise to similar behavior patterns in the individual 
whenever he is confronted with such stimuli.
In the terminology of verbal behavior, the intensity 
with which an attitude is held is directly proportional to th© 
strength of response potentials between Implicit words or 
symbols whose referents the individual classifies ©ore or 
less as one. We would say that an attitude is represented 
by a verbal reserve whose response potentials are stronger 
than the response potentials of the verbal associations that 
represent subjectively neutral classes of objects and/or 
situations, the stronger response potentials "take over". 
Somehow they seas to mediate an increased tonus In the whole 
individual, they make his behavior ©ore predictable in the 
sense that it is apt to be relatively rigid and emotional 
rather than flexible and Judgmatic, this statement is 
entirely in accord with the findings of Cantril (10) who 
reports that, *fh© more extreme an attitude in its direction, 
the more intensively it is likely to be held.* A verbal 
theory of attitudes has obvious implications for the
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understanding of such oonstruets as "drive", "motivation*, 
and emotion. These implications will not be delineated at 
this time.
The Reserve Concept and Thinking. Strom? syndromes of
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reaction potentials tend to capture the "thoughts* of the
subject. This postulate i® merely an eaten®ion of those
above, the only difference being that no environmental cues 
need be present for such behavior to take place. Ihe 
mechanics by which this phenomenon occurs are Immediately 
apparent upon consideration of circular semantic generalisa­
tion by incidental reinforcement. A considerable number of 
worde in the language are common to a number of associative 
contexts. When an Individual, in thinking of objects of a 
relatively neutral associative context, comes to a word 
which is also a part of a second, emotionally charged con­
text, it is altogether possible that his thoughts will 
"wander" into the stronger associative context. The proba­
bility is roughly proportional to the strength of the 
reaction potentials of the two associative contexts. The 
external stimulus situation, however, may exert a number of 
reinforcing or Inhibiting Influences. Hence, it would be 
very difficult to specify a probability of "associative 
shifting" in precise mathematical terms. An example would be 
an emotion-provoking incident which we "can't get off our 
mind". This statement of matters may have Implications for 
clinical problems.
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Assimilation to the Verbal Contexts A physical 
stimulus , especially a subjectively ambiguous physical 
stimuluswill tend to be Interpreted into an existing per­
ceptual context, this phenomenon is .explainable at the 
level of verbal behavior in terms of the mechanisms postu­
lated above. In past experience implicit verbal associations 
have been reinforced in certain patterns or sequences, the 
subject therefore tends to assimilate the stimulus into his 
own syndrome of response potentials. Presolution attempts 
at assimilation may result In oovaluant, nonsense, or oontra- 
vaiuant responses, depending upon the syndromes or verbal 
associations that characterise the individual peroeiver. As 
Bruner and Postman (7 ) have pointed out, perception is 
hierarchical* From the experiments of Me#lanies (29) and 
those of M PL easy and Icterus (3 % h &ay postulate a pre- 
conscious phase characterised by the reinforcement of 
Implicit response potentials resulting in oovaluant, nonsense 
or oontrawaluant responses depending on whether the relation­
ship between subject and stimulus is positive, neutral, or 
negative. If the relationship between subject and stimulus 
is either strongly positive or strongly negative, that is to 
say, if the stimulus is associated into a verbal oontext 
characterised by strong reaction potentials, a concern®itant 
increase In the activity of the autonomic nervous system will 
occur. From this analysis it would be assumed that any 
emotion-provoking stimulus, whether positive or negative 




The theory of verbal behavior outlined In the preceding 
page® Is an extension of Oofer and Foley1» theoretloal 
development of the concept, mediated generalisation. We 
have assumed that verbal behavior, I.e., verbal habits, have 
cubstanoe In their own right and that these habits are 
relatively permanent. If these assumptions hold true, 
hypotheses as to the nature and function of verbal behavior 
will be neoessary to the adequate understanding of other 
behavior related to It.
By making use of the theoretical construct Response 
potential, we have outlined experimental methods to test 
postulates that follow from the above statement®. We have 
noted that the concept, Response potential, does not provide 
sufficient scope to explain certain experimental evidence as 
to the projective nature of perception In term® of a theory 
of verbal behavior. Therefore the concept Verbal Reserve 
ha® been suggested and Elaborated to broaden our theoretical 
development of verbal behavior.
An account of experimentation directed toward testing 
certain of the postulates outlined in this chapter is con­
tained in Chapters IX, XIX, and XV where three investigations 
are described and reported as follows:
Chapter II--Measurement of the relative strength of 
attitude by verbal associations.
Chapter III— An investigation of the effect of attitudes 
upon Immediate learning.
3*
ihapter I?~~An investigation of the selective nature of 
perception using attitudes measured by word associations aa 
the independent variable.
Ijeperlaental results will be interpreted In light of 
eurroat systematic theory a# well at the cone tracts concern­
ing verbal behavior which have been elaborated in thie 
chapter.
CHAPTER IX
MEASUREMENT OP ATTITUDES MX A SIMPLE 
WORD ASSOCIATION TECHNIQUE
INTRODUCTION
R*vl«w of Theory. The development of the Word Aesoola-
r r  mti» u tm m m rf*  nm m /pm  m u tm a B -M ifm *  *
IXon triplets for the measurement of attitudes will be dis­
cussed In this chapter. Let us first review briefly the 
theoretical considerations that the work to be described 
here is designed to test.
It has been assumed that as a result of social and 
personal conditioning, people who differ in attitudes learn 
to assoolate words in a different manner. It Is assumed 
that by making use of such differences, attitudes oan be 
measured. For example, let a stimulus word be followed by 
two response words so that it oan be paired with either.
e thl oal 
aggressive
The subject is Instructed to “associate the stimulus 
word with the response word you find easiest to associate 
with it by drawing a line from the stimulus word to that 
response word. * It Is assumed that under this condition two 
conflicting response potentials are activated. One repre­
sents the associative strength of the stimulus pair,
BE-ethical, the other the strength of the pair BE-aggressive. 
It is assumed that the stronger response potential will 
predominate, determining which response word will be chosen.
ko
Thu« the Individual with a strong religious attitude will 
tend to make the association, ttBE-ethicaln; the Individual . 
with the strong power-oriented attitude will tend to make 
the association, aggressiven,
Experimental Fredlotlqna. It Is predi-oted that the 
relative strength of two attitudes can be validly measured 
by the development of a set of triplets, so selected that 
one attitude is indicated by the pairing of the stimulus 
words with one set of response words and that a second atti­
tude is indicated by the pairing of the stimulus words with 
a second set of response words.
One further prediction followss Bo response can occur 
until one of the response potentials Is liminally stronger 
than the other. Therefore individuals whose attitudes are 
of nearly equal strength will require longer to complete the 
word association task than individuals who hold either atti­
tude much stronger than the other.
The development of the Word Association method for the 
measurement of attitudes will be described In this sequence:
(1 ) Selection and description of attitudes used.
(£} Development of succeeding WA forms.
(3) Timing of responses; evidence of reliability and 
validity of WA fores.
RJELICIQUS AMD P01ITICAl-EOOWOli 10 ATTITUDES 
Criteria for Selection. Consideration was given to the 
criteria by which attitudes should be selected. The follow­
ing were decided upon:
(X ) The attitudes selected should elicit the interest 
of college undergraduates,
(2) The subjects should be reasonably familiar with
them.
(J) The attitudes must be sufficiently general so that 
each can be dlvl ded Into a number of more specific but inter- 
correlated attitudes.
(H) So that the triplet technique can be validated, 
attitudes that recognized authorities have already tried to 
measure should be selected.
(5) They should be \mcorrelated.
(6) Other things being equal, those should be selected 
Which are most closely related to basic personality variables.
While It appeared that no attitudes fit these six 
criteria perfectly, it was decided finally to use religious 
as compared with political and economic attitudes. Tor the 
original concept of a six value system inclusive of these 
attitudes, we are indebted to Eduard Spranger ( ) ;  for 
attempts to make these concepts specific, to measure and 
validate them, we are indebted to Allport and Vernon (52). 
Selection of these three values allows comparison of scores 
on word association triplet® with score® on the Allport- 
Vernon Study of Value®. The political, economic and religi­
ous scales of the Allport-Vernon Study of Values appear to 
have a considerable degree of validity; further, a number of 
research studies have shown the reliability of these scales 
to be relatively high (gH, Hi).
b2
Character Is tlos of the Religious .and Political ~
Economic Attitudes. The polltloaa and economic values were 
combined in this study for logical reasons and because Lurie 
(2k-) and others have found them to be highly correlated.
The political and economic1 values that the word association 
triplets are Intended t© represent follow 3prang*rv* deduce 
tive outline closely. The religious1 values do not. For 
.the most part, they are built around the Institution of the 
Christian church and those Christian dogmas, rituals, and 
rules of conduct to which— a priori— most college students 
have been exposed at one time or another. As such, they 
represent a compromise between "liberalreligious concepts 
derived from various source materials and the firstly 
established and conventional attitudes of those who hold a 
literal belief In biblical precepts.
The source materials used in th® development of word 
association triplets are Indicated In th# bibliography by an 
asterisk.
A list of the characteristics of R and PE attitudes 
abstracted there fro® to give them more concrete meaning 
follows:
Pol it1cal-economlc Attitudes
1. Uses expediency as criteria o f Judgment of 
business practices and personal conduct.
2. Hedonistic— pleasure and luxury loving.
1The letters R and PE will be substituted fbr the 
adjectives "religious" and "pelItleal-economic" in th© re 
malnder of this thesis.
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3. Thinks of Sunday as a day of past*
*4. Thinks of mundane, practical, and useful
economic values*
5* Interested in acquiring and accumulating
material goods*
b. Has an extensive, ready vocabulary of
economic and monetary terms.
7* Believes in survival of fittest; laissez-
faire in economies.
6* Believes in reward through work on earth.
9. Beaks pcmer and prestige.
10. Interested In present-day affairs of govern­
ment officials.
11. Familiar with office equipment, materials, 
payment of wages, etc.
IS. look® to economic future.
13. Believes inventions helpful to society.
1*4. Emphasizes self-eonfldenoe rather than trust 
In Clod or prayer.
1$. Believes in conquest over nature.
lb. Likes competition.
Religious Attitudes
1. Prone to make moral Judgments of business 
practices and personal oonduot.
2. Acquainted with biblical rules of conduct 
and dogmas.
3. Is familiar with church rituals, terminology, 
eta.
*4. Attends church on Sunday or thinks of church 
attendance.
5* Thinks of cosmos, universe.
6. Believes in freedom of religion and religious 
worship.
7. Believes in high ideals, spiritual values, 
morality.
S. Thinks of Bible as a spiritual revelation.
9. Believes in punishment or reward In another 
world.
10. Believes in personal salvation.
11. Is familiar with Biblical people and parables.
12. Believes in world peace by disarmament.
13* Believes clerical profession is helpful to
society.
1*4-. Believes in God.
15. Believes in efficacy of prayer.
lb* Altruistic.
17. Believes in and is guided by concept of inner 
sin or conscience.
IS. Believes in contemplation in solitude.
19. Makes acquisition of personal goods secondary 
to ethical value*.
m
The Word Association triplets were developed by the 
writer fro® these characteristics; fro® Internal validation 
of successive forms; and by consultation with faculty and
graduate students*
d e v e l o p m e n t o f  w o r d  a s s o c i a t i o n s .
The Word A ssociation Triplet. The objective of this 
work was the development of word associations to represent 
the religious (R) and political**economic (PE) attitudes.
A stimulus word was selected which the subject could associ­
ate with either a “religious# word or a “political * or 
“economic* word that followed it. Each triplet was designed 
to represent a potentially conflicting religious and a 
political-economic idea. For example: one triplet consists
of the stimulus word SEEK followed by the response words 
HsalvationH and “preeminence tt.
It was assumed that & group of triplets so formulated 
would distinguish between R and PE subjects.
Word Association Form I . Form 1* consisted of 
stiraulus words paired with kB possible response words* It 
was developed from “hunches * and from analysis of the 
attitudes incorporated in the Allport-Vernon Study of Value& 
This fora was administered to 13 psychology graduate students
II w  "V U  mil hi I III mil,II nhi III -| !!«■■ II 1  nil I I  ^ m w nw riii— Wl'
^Word Association Fora 7# the final fora developed in 
this experiment, is presented on Table 1 on p. £5 . Subse­
quent to this entry, the letters WA will be substituted for 
word association or word association fora. WA Forme 1, 2,
3$ 5# and 6 are appended on pp. 141, 142, 143, 145, 147 and
149 as separate tables*
*5








































































































TABLE 1, WORD ASSOCIATION FORM 7 (continued).
33. PROTECT worship"  saving#
» ■  O' m * 3 S ”
35- LIFE OF iS*oSltJ
36. OODD
37. s ? ; s r . » 6. ™
38. DENOMINATION S u r c h ^
39. FUTURE g J J 4*
1*0. BS righteous aggressive
%1. LO?E sentimentalelemental
kz. FEAR OF h*^***iOB



























































and to 15 undergraduate students, a total, of 28 subjects In 
the sample. Beaponses of the 8 respondents having the 
highest scores on the political-economic* scale (and there* 
fore the lowest scores on the religious scale) were item 
analysed.^ On the hast# of this analysis, five triplet* 
were discarded, and three were retained hut in a changed 
form for us# in lbm g. An encouraging sign in the prelimi­
nary trial was that with the exception of % male students 
of the undergraduate group, Form 1 distinguished between 
groups with very little overlap. Undergraduates had higher 
scores on religious values than graduate students, nineteen 
triplets were retained as a nucleus for the development of 
Perm 2*
Word Association Form 2. WA-2 consisted of 37 triplet# 
of which 6 (numbers 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and JO) were neutral;
i.e., not obviously related to religious or economic atti* 
tudes. The neutral triplets were Inserted because in the 
administration of WA lbrm 1 , a number of subjects said almost 
immediately, #Qh, I know what you’re driving at.1 # and some 
few marked almost all ft or all PE associations• The influ­
ence of the context upon verbal behavior has been olearly
1Word Association Fbr® 1 and succeeding WA Forms were 
arbitrarily scored in terms of the number of times the 
stimulus word was associated with the religious response word. Thus, with the exception of occasional papers in which 
a subject failed to respond to one or two triplets, the 
number of PE associations (and hence the PE scores) bears a 
perfect invere# relationship to the number of 1 associations.
% n  item analysis of Word Association Form 6 is pre­
sented on page HS to illustrate the method of analysis used.
W
TABLE 2. 1 T W  ANALYSIS OF WORD ASSOCIATION FOM 6 .
Item 4
Responses
Stimulus Wordx R Croup PE Croup Separation1
R m R PE
Celestial & 7 6 f 2Values 7 B 1 14 6Prayer 1*1 0 12 3 3trust 15 0 12 3 ■ 3Wages of 10 1 l b 4
Self 9 1 i b 5Creator of 12 3 1 i b llMass b 1 ill- B
Save ray i b 1 b ii 10
Success by B 7 0 15 aSunday 15 0 6 9 9Hew 6 1 14 a
Personal b 11 0 15 4
Enjoy 7 B 1 l b 6Everpresent 14 1 b ll 10
Insult 12 3 12 3 0Believe in 12 3 b ll aPrinciples of i b 1 5 10 9Freedom of i** l 6 9 atwelve 2 b 11 9
Denomination i b 1 7 B 7Fear of 12 3 1 i b 11
International ii b b ii 7Luxuries 5 10 i i b 46Loose 10 5
B
b ii















j ■■ I" -  ■!■ w  • «w*< ■MK-wt^umr . iU M «
1For response words, see fable 1 , page 5̂T.
^Separation Is computed in terms of the number of
associations by which one criterion group exceeded the other 
in the direction predicted. For example, note the triplets
VALUES spiritual economic
Fro® item 2 of the table it will be noted that J members 
of the R group made the association, VALUES-spir 1 tual, and 
that only one member of the PE group made that association. 
Conversely, 14 members of the PE group made the association 
VALUES-economic, only S members of the R group made that 
association. Xn either case the separation is 6, i.e., 7-1  
or 14-8.
shown by A. Judson1. The practice of Interspersing the 
list with neutral triplets, was continued throughout the 
development of succeeding for®s.
WA Form 2 was administered to intermediate psychology 
students, to 6 students In a veteran's housing project and 5 
of their wives, a total of 60 subjects.
The associations of the is subjects having the highest 
religious scores and of the is subjects having the lowest 
religious scores were Item analysed. An item analysis of a 
later word association form, WA-6 Is presented in Table 2 
page 48. Discrimination power of each item was noted In 
terms of its correlation with this Internal criterion. On 
the basis of this analysis seven triplets having the lowest 
discrimination power were eliminated, twenty*four were 
retained for WA*3.
Word Association Form 1. WA-3 consisted of h0 R~P1 and 
5 neutral triplets. This form was administered to 3*3 
elementary and If intermediate psychology students along 
with the AXlport*Vemon Study of Values. Scores on the two 
measures were correlated. It was decided to score only 
those responses of the Ailport-Vernon in which subjects had 
to state their relative preference for (1 ) a religious and 
a political item, (g) a religious and an economic item, or 
(3) (with certain items in part II) a religious, political
1Doctoral dissertation now in process of preparation 
at the University of Maryland.
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and economic item* Specifically, items 3, 9, 18, and 24 of 
part I and items 1, 2, 5, 7, 11, 12, 14, and 15 of part II 
of til© allport-Vernon Study of Values were scored, (The 
method of scoring is explained in Table 29, page 151*.) The 
correlation between WA-3 and the Allport-Vernon Study of 
Values was ,68 * *08*
The 12 papers having the greatest number of religious 
associations and the 12 papers having the greatest number of 
political-economic associations on WA-5 were item analysed#
Ten triplets which correlated poorly with the Internal 
criterion and which did not correlate with scores on the 
Allport-Vernon were eliminated* ‘The remaining thirty trip­
lets were retained for WA-4*
Word.^Association Form 4 » Seventeen new triplets were 
added to make WA-4 which consisted of 47 B-PB triplets and 
21 "neutral* triplets* It was administered with the Allport- 
Vernon Study of Values to an introductory psychology class 
(N ss 68)* Correlation between WA-4 and the Allport-Vernon
Study of Values scored as described previously was *69* The 
12 papers having the greatest number of H associations and 
the 12 papers having the greatest number of PB associations 
were item analysed* Five triplets that did not correlate 
with this internal criterion were discarded*
The correlations between scores on WA Forms 3 and 4 and 
scores on religious and political-economic values of the Allport- 
Vernon Study of Values were high and consistent* Assuming that 
the Allport-Vomon has minimal validity, It appears
%
hi($ily probable that the word assoolatlon technique of atti­
tude measurement has some degree of validity also. The 
prediction that attitudes can he measured by word associations 
can be assumed to have been verified. Therefore a number of 
subsequent procedures in the development of word association 
forms were dictated by the requirements of the learning 
experiment.
SEPARATION OF THE TRIPLET LIST FOR THE LEARNING- EXPERIMENT 
AID PETILOPMIIfT OF SUBSEQUENT WORD ASSOCIATION FORMS
Summary Statement. From this point on, development of
■ i im iBi . . - I —  nuinn ffHWM-jpmnwiMiarmwr 'iiiirjijitmirwiiiMiit    r.
word association triplets and the learning experiments (to 
be explained in Chapter III) ran concurrently. A preview of 
subsequent use of the WA triplets is provided below to 
clarify the manner in which the work described in the re­
mainder of this chapter fits into the execution of the 
preliminary and final learning experiments.
After item analysis of WA k l triplets which correlated 
with the internal criterion were available for use. These 
were divided into two groups, one of which was used in the 
preliminary and final learning experiments, the second being 
used to select criterion subjects for the learning experi­
ments. The groups of triplets used in the preliminary and 
final experiments were designated Paired Associates Lists 5 
and 6 (PA-5, PA-6) respectively.1 The WA triplets used to
^The designation PA is used because each triplet was 
divided into two paired associates. The designations PA-5 
and PA-6 are used to Indicate the close experimental rela­
tionship between these lists and WA Forms 5 and 6.
select subjects for the preliminary and final learning 
experiments were designated WA Forms 5 end 6 respectively.
WA-5 was used to select criterion groups to be tested in 
learning the paired associated of FA list 5; WA-6, to 
select criterion groups to be tested on the learning of the 
paired associates of FA List 6.
When the final learning experiment had been completed, 
all (16) of the triplets used in that experiment (FA-6) and 
those Items from WA-6 which had correlated highly with the 
internal criterion were combined to make WA Form 7» the 
final word association form, fhe testerstest reliability 
of this form was computed twice; the prediction as to time 
to complete the test was also cheeked twice.
The uses of WA Forms 5 and 6 were dictated by the 
requirements of the preliminary and final learning experiments, 
as was the cons traction of WA-6. For purposes of continuity, 
a description of the division of WA-h and of the subsequent 
development of WA-5 &nd 6— actually an integral part of both 
this chapter and next— is contained in this chapter. The 
development of the successive WA form® showing the division 
of WA-% and the combination of FA-6 and WA-6 is presented in 
Table 5, page 63.
Criteria for 01 vision of WA-h. Frlor to the learning 
experiment, one necessary condition had to be established: 
Valid conclusions as to immediate learning cannot be drawn 
unless the effect of past learning can be parceled out or 
held constant. Specifically, it must be demonstrated that
the assoolations- to-be-1earned ape not implicit in the 
studentb pre-experimental associative context as free aasool- 
ations. To guard against this factor the stimulus words used 
In WA-M* were presented to 165 students In an elementary
4
psychology class for free associations. It was found that 
19 of the stimulus words elicited 2 or more free associations 
which were the same as one or both of the response words in 
the triplets; 5 one such free association; 17 elicited none. 
The 17 stimulus words which had SI lei ted no responses similar 
to those used In the triplets and the 5 which had elicited 
only one were combined to make a pool of 22 triplets. WA-** 
was Item analysed, ly reference to the item analyses of WA 
Forms 2, 3* and h, 16 triplets (PA-5) were selected which had 
consistently correlated well with the internal criterion.
In this list of triplets, 1^ of the stimulus words had not 
elicited the same free association as either triplet response 
word.
The discrimination power of the 16 triplets selected 
for the learning task was computed by summation of the 
frequency with which members of the criterion groups from the 
item analysis of WA-M- had associated the stimulus word with 
B and PE response words. These frequencies are presented 
belows
16 STIMULUS WO]
— R-Reeponses made 12 R subjects - 153 12 PE subjects * 39
— PE-Responses made 12 R subjects - 5312 PE subjects- 13§
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Word.'Association Form 5* WA-5 eons is tad of the 19 
triplets whose stimulus word had elicited 2 or more of the 
triplet response words in the fra© association check de­
scribed in th© previous section, the 6 rl discards* from the 
pool of 22 triplets, and 4 new triplets, a total of 29 R-PS 
triplets* WA-6 was used to designate criterion group® for­
th® preliminary learning experiment* Its us® in this re­
spect will b© described in detail in the next chap ter*
Word Assoolation Form 6 * WA-6 may be taken as an 
example of the integration of the word association attitude 
measurement technique with the learning experiments* It 
may be said her© that although the result® of the prelimina^r 
learning experiment were in the direction predicted, they 
were not sufficiently large to be significant. In an 
attempt to increase this■difference, a group of subjects 
who had learned the most R paired associates and another 
group of subjects who had learned the most PS paired a®soel­
ates were used a® criterion group® against which the trip­
lets in WA-5 were Item analysed, fhe 24 triplets which 
correlated most highly with the learning of R or FB paired 
associates were retained for WA-6* Five new triplet® were 
added which were judged to be similar to items which had 
discriminated between R and PE learners*
WA For® 6 consisted of 31 R-PE triplet® and 13 neutral 
triplets. It was used in conjunction with the Allport- 
Vernon 3tudy of Values to select criterion attitude groups 
from 319 students in a number of elementary psychology
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classes. All of those students were new (second term) 
psyohology students who had not been exposed to any of the 
previous WA Forms.
Word Association Form 7. The $L9 elementary psychology 
students to whom the WA-6 was administered were listed 
alphabetically by class, fhe papers of the first 15 subjects 
who had marked from 22 to 27 PE associations and of the first 
15 subjects who had marked 22 to 87 B associations were item 
analysed. On the basis of this analysis* seven items were 
discarded. The results of this analysis* item by item, are 
presented In Table 2, page hd. The 16 triplets (PA-6 ) which 
had been used in the final learning experiment were combined 
with the 2h remaining after item analysis of WA-6 to make 
WA-7. A copy of WA-7 is presented in Table 1* pages b5 and
U .
WA-7 was administered to an elementary psychology cl ads 
and to an intermediate psyohology class for two purposes:
(1 ) To check the prediction as to completion time.
(See below.)
(2) As the first test of a test-retest reliability 
check.
EXPERIMENTAL PREDICTIONS
Completion Time. Prediction: It has been predicted
i Hi .Pi l l™ !1 1 HIM «M,r MWVUmiHUM * *
from theoretical considerations that subjects holding atti­
tudes of very nearly equal strength will require longer to 
complete the word assoolation task than will subjects who
hold either attitude much stronger than the other# An 
account of a test of this experimental prediction follows#
Timing of Responses* Subjects were Instructed that 
papers woxild b© given out face down and to keep them face 
down until the experiment was explained# Experimental in­
structions were given and the experimenter started all sub­
jects simultaneously# Subjects were Instructed to look at 
the blackboard immediately after having completed WA Form 7, 
and to record their times from' the running time record being 
kept there.
: Selection of Criterion Groups for Comparison of Time 
Required to Complete WA Form 7# WA Form 7 was scored in the 
\isual Manner#'!*©*# on the basis of the number of H associa­
tions * Arbitrary cutting scores of 27 and 13 were used to 
divide subjects from each class into two groups# A score of 
27 or more indicates that the subject mad® more than twie# 
as many B as PE associations# A score of 13 or leas indi­
cates that the subject mad© 27 or more PE associations# 
hence more than twice as many FE associations as K associa­
tions#
Position Tendency. In cheeking the times required to 
complete WA-7 it was noted that a few students of the 
elementary psychology class had reacted to a position tendency 
to a large degree by associating the stimulus word with the 
top response word* The papers of all students who had mad® 
more than two-thirds of their marks to the top response word 
were omitted from the check for time differences# This trend
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was not taken Into account in the computation for signifi­
cance of time differences among students of the elementary 
psychology class,
Analysis of Response Times. The papers of the subj ecte 
whose scores met the criteria explained above {the high K 
and the high PE groups) were combined and designated "Strong 
attitude Groupn. The papers of the remaining subjects were 
designated "Middle Group'1. Sixteen students (7 R* 9 FS) 
from the elementary psyohology class were in the "Strong 
Attitude Group14. Forty-one students were in the "Middle 
Group". In the intermediate psychology class there were 26 
students, (10 R and 16 FI) In the '‘Strong Attitude Group'* 
and In the "Middle Group". In both oases the time 
difference between groups Is significant at less than the 
5% level. Hie results are summarised in detail In Tables 3 
and h. Thus the theoretical prediction was confirmed.
Reliability. Hie assumptions upon which this study Is 
based are contingent upon the assertion that implicit word 
associations are relatively permanent. One obvious check 
upon the permanence of such associations is a reliability 
check of the word association method of attitude measurement. 
The reliability of WA-7 was therefore computed twice.
The WA Form 7 was readministered to an elementary 
psyohology class four weeks after the initial administration. 
In the retest a somewhat different administration procedure 
was used, subjects being allowed to take as much time as they
5£
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wished to complete the associations. The test-reteat relia­
bility was found to be . ££L. One week after the administra­
tion of WA-7 m  Intermediate psychology ®laesf It wae 
re-a&minist©red. In this case the same administrative pro­
cedure was used for both test and retest. Test-retest relia­
bility was found to be .&7* Thus, the reliability of WA-7 
compared favorably with the reliability of the general run 
of attitude scales. If the assumption can be made that the 
Allport-Vernon Study of Values has minimal validity, the 
correlations with the Allport-Vernon (.6$, .69) would indi­
cate a certain degree of validity for the triplet technique 
of attitude measurement.1
NOTES ON USE OF THE TRIPLET TECHNIQUE
Two possible sources of bias should be reckoned with 
and avoided in the construction of this type of attitude 
scale.
Need for "Neutral* Paired Associates. The tendency of 
some subjects to make an attitude shift somewhere in the 
list and start masking all associations of one kind or the 
other has already been noted. Placing neutral triplets
*We have other scattered bits of evidence to indicate 
that the WA technique has minimal valldltyj we make no 
attempt to specify the degree. In Chapters III and IV we 
will refer to the use of WA triplets to specify criterion 
R and PE groups. We will mean that subjects in these groups 
are "religious* and ‘♦polltie&1 -eoonomlo* subjects only as 
defined by the particular attitude measure or measures used 
to select them.
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liberally through the list lessens this tendency a great 
deal* In the final fora no more than two E-FE triplets are 
put in successive order.
Position Tendency, throughout the word association 
forms, a conslstant tendency to marfc upward from the stimulus 
to the response word was noted, This trend was found signifi­
cant at the 5f level of confidence, the upper response word 
being associated with the stimulus word about lof of the time 
more often than the lower. To prevent this trend from 
invalidating the test, half of the religious response words 
were made the top response word, half the bottom response 
word. The order was randomised so that E and PE response 
words are in no consistent alternating order.
rauumr
The basic assumption of the theoretical analysis out* 
lined In Chapter I and reviewed In the Introduction to this 
chapter Is that verbal habits have some substance in them­
selves, that they have a certain degree of permanence. We 
have delineated certain consequences that necessarily follow 
from this assumption. The assumption of the reality of 
implicit response potentials served as a basis for the 
development of word association triplets for use in the 
measurement of attitudes.
Triplet lists were developed by successive internal 
validations of WA Forms. Fending verification of the pre­
diction that attitudes can be measured by word associations, 
the religious and the political and economic scales of the
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Allport-Vernon Study of Values was used ae a standard for 
the validation of the word association technique. This 
asgumption was tentatively validated In terms of the corre­
lations with the Allport-fernon of .66 and .69, Hae word 
association triplets were then made to serve two functions:
(l) One group was divided into paired associates which were 
used as learning material in the learning experiments to be 
described in the next chapter. (2) The other group was 
used to select criterion subjects for the learning experi­
ment. Hie *K> triplets which had been found most effective 
in successive validations of WA Forms were combined as WA-7, 
the final form of the series, fhe reliability coefficients 
for WA-7 were • SI and .87 in two test-retest reliability 
checks. Hie prediction that subjects who hold two attitudes 
in approximately equal strength will require longer to com­
plete the WA task than will subjects who hold either attitude 
more strongly than the other was twice tested and verified 
(p srCo^,>.02). In summary, all assumptions made at the 
beginning of this chapter having been verified, we are now 
prepared to Inquire into the nature of the relationship 
between attitudes and learning.
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0H4PTER I I I
ATTITUDES AND L EARN IN 0- 
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem. It was pointed out in Chapter I 
that if attitudes affect immediate learning, their influence 
may operate in either or both of two ways:
(1) A subject holding a strong positive attitude of a
specified sort can learn experience* or verbal material in 
harmony with such an attitude better than experiences or 
verbal material which conflict with the existing attitude*
( 2 ) A subject having a strong positive attitude of a 
specified sort will tend to choose to learn experiences and 
verbal material in harmony with that attitude rather than 
experiences and verbal material opposed to it*
the testing of the first of the above hypotheses is 
explained in this chapter; the testing of the second in 
Chapter I?, fhe first hypothesis has been put to test several 
times with varying and frequently not very definite results.
A summary of several such experiments is given below*
Review of Pertinent Experimental Evidence. Sharp (Mf)
i i."1 . . i M ' i i m  ii'l  m u  i>— > u » r i > r a i W U — 14a m  w l l w n M i'r — m y n w i t f f i a n  f t j i . fiB i M - m e i r ' W  1 ii  i i n m  * i i  n i.' . h  ' * *
has used a paired associates technique similar to that to be 
described in this chapter to test learning and retention of 
pleasant and unpleasant associations among psychoneurotic 
and mildly psychotic subjects. More trials were required to 
learn neutral paired associates than either pleasant or 
unpleasant paired associates. Pleasant material was retained
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much better than neutral and unpleasant material, the 
differences Increasing in magnitude with time.
Levine and Murphy (26) selected two groups of college 
students, five in each group. One group was strongly pro- 
communist 5 the other strongly antl-communist. Both groups 
learned a pro-communist and an anti-communist prose passage. 
Be tent ion was scored in terms of the number of Hdeas * 
correctly recalled. The results were that each group re­
tained better the ideas in harmony with it® own pre- 
experimental attitude. The difference is statistically 
significant and Increases with time.
Watson and Hartmann (53) claim to have shown differences 
between atheists and theology students in retention of argu­
ments in favor of and opposed to the existence of a personal 
God. Their statistical treatment of data is questionable 
and, to this writer at any rate, their findings are neither 
clear out nor conclusive.
Of the considerable number of experiments In this field, 
Edwards * (15) investigation of learning of political subject 
matter deserves special attention. By attitude measurement, 
Edwards selected criterion groups of pro-New Deal and anti- 
New Deal subjects. Subjects were instructed that they would 
be read a prose passage following which they would be tested 
for their memory for its contents. The passage consisted 
of 23 pro-New Deal and 23 anti-New Deal statements. After 
the passage was read, subjects were given a recognition test 
with instructions to check any statement they had heard.
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Edward® found that both group® of subjects tended to check 
more statements In harmony with their existing attitudes. 
The difference is highly significant.
Mc&eoch (26,pp. 370*372*) has evaluated the results of a 
number of experiments similar in certain respects to those 
cited above. Mcdeoeh says;
A majority of the experiments which have 
compared the retention value of lists of words 
rated for affective tone have found retention to 
decrease in the order of P-U-I. However, the 
differences have often been small; there have 
been exceptions to the direction stated; and, the 
Influence of differences in degree of learning
cannot always be estimated.......... Many of the
results in this field have been Interpreted in 
terms of the Freudian theory of repression of the 
unpleasant, although most of the differences have 
been too small to support any hypothesis very 
strongly.
Summary of Experimental Results. If the influence of
affective tone and/or attitudes upon immediate learning ie 
to be considered, none of the experiments cited above lends 
Itself to unequivocal interpretation for several reasons:
(1) The experiments were not designed to provide a 
measure of the amount of material in the particular experi­
mental task which had been learned prior to the experiment. 
For example, in the experiment by Levine and Murphy, part of 
the learning reported to have taken place during the experi­
ment may have consisted only of repetition by the subjects 
of what they HknewH about Russia prior to the experiment.
It is just possible that Edwards* recognition method of 
measuring learning, In the particular type of experiment 
employed, measured existing attitudes more accurately than
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It did learning.
(2) Sharp’s findings In hi© studies of psychoneurotic 
and slightly psychotic subjects may or may not be repre­
sentative of the behavior of normal subjects.
(3) Scoring of ideas Is difficult. Arbitrary defini­
tions have to be formulated somehow; the validity with which 
the number of ideas in any prose passage can be counted may 
be far from perfect.
Requirements for a Valid feat of Immediate Learning.
It becomes immediately apparent that a number of serious 
problems are Involved in the development of a valid test of 
the effect of attitudes upon Immediate learning. To test 
the first hypothesis cited at the beginning of this chapter, 
these objective© must be approximated if possible: a learn­
ing experiment must be devised which (1 ) will not be suspect 
as an attitude test, and (2) in which it can be shown that 
learning occurs during the experiment it ©elf, and (3) It must 
lend itself to objective and precise scoring.
After item analysis of WA-iv (see Chapter XI), to trip­
let© that correlated with the test as a whole were available. 
The triplet technique had consistently correlated highly 
with the religious and the political and economic scales of 
the Allport-Vernon Study of Values. The assumption could 
therefore reasonably be made that the triplet words were 
representative of religious and political-economic attitudes 
and that they differentiated between R and PS groups.
Certain of the WA-tf- triplets were therefore ©elected as the
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learning material. Each triplet was made Into two paired 
associates by pairing each stimulus word with its H and PE 
response words. For example, STANDARDS became
STARDARBS-gold and STANDARDS-conduct.
Rawing decided that paired associates from the triplets 
would serve as learning material, we decided to use a recall 
rather than a recognition technique as Edwards had done.
The next step was taken to make sure that the learning 
measured took place during the experiment itself.
©y free associations, the free responses elicited by 
any specified set of stimulus words can be measured; there­
fore, the 41 stimulus words of WA-4 were presented to a 
class of 165 students and free associations were elicited, 
this step has been explained already in Chapter II. It made 
possible the selection of paired associates whose response 
words were not the subjects* *natural responses*.
The difficulties of the experiments cited above having 
been obviated— In theory at least— preparations were made 
for the preliminary and final learning experiments.
Digests Experimental Procedure. At this point a
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preview of the remainder of this chapter is provided. The 
experimental prediction to be tested is that subject® can 
learn words in harmony with existing attitudes faster than 
words which are neutral or opposed to existing attitudes.
The word association triplet® (WA-4) described in the last 
chapter are divided into two sets. One set of triplets 
(WA-5 for the preliminary learning experiment, and WA-6 for
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the final learning experiment) Is used to designate criterion 
attitude groups. The other set (PA-5 In the preliminary 
learning experiment, and PA-6 in the final learning experi­
ment) is used as the paired associates to be learned by 
criterion groups. The learning of paired associates in 
harmony with and opposed or neutral to the attitudes of 
criterion groups Is then measured.
The account which follows is divided into four phases*
(1 ) Description of the preliminary learning experiment.
( 2 ) Changes In technique and administration prior to 
the final learning experiment In the light of results from 
the preliminary learning experiment.
(3) A&ainlstration of the final learning experiment.
(4-) Evaluation of results.
PRELIMINARY LEAm i m  EXPEHIMEHT
Objectives. Before administration of the final learning 
experiment, several circumstances pointed to the advisability 
of a preliminary tryout. Prior experiments, such as thoee 
cited In the introduction, had Indicated that differences 
between attitude groups in ability to learn verbal material 
In keeping with or opposed to existing attitudes might not 
be large. It was felt, therefore, that a very sensitive 
technique might be needed. It was also felt that at least 
one preliminary tryout would be needed to develop effective 
techniques of administration and effective criteria of 
learning.
It was explained In Chapter II and in the introduction
?o
to this chapter that triplet© were ©elected a® the source of 
material for the learning experiment© on the basis ofi
(1) Their ability to discriminate between R and PE 
attitude group©.
(2) The fact that the triplet stimulus words did not 
elicit the same free association© as the response word© used 
in the triplets.
The learning material having been ©elected* three inter-* 
related question© arose;
(1) How many paired associates should be used?
(2) How many trials should be used?
(3) what criterion or criteria of learning should be 
employed?
As a criterion of learning* It was decided to use the 
number of paired associates learned per trial from a list of 
paired associates. It was decided to use three trials and 
to select that number of paired associate© which would yield 
maximum sensitivity. Thu®, under optimal oonditions, subjects 
would learn less than half of the paired associates the first 
trial; approximately half during the median trial; and more 
than half of the paired associates during the last trial.
The positive deviations from the mean on the last trial or 
trials ©hould be roughly equal to the negative deviation©
from the mean on the first, the total score of the “averagen
subject being about 50 < of the total possible score. Theoret­
ically, this method of ©coring would maximize the probability 
that a true difference could be demonstrated if one existed.
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For the eahe of brevity of administration, It was 
tentatively decided to use three trials. The problem then 
became one of determining how many paired associates to use. 
As & first step, 14*. paired associates were administered to 
5 volunteers from an elementary psychology class by a pro­
cedure similar to that to be described In more detail later. 
Upon scoring responses, it was found that all 5 subjects had 
learned 12 or more of the response words by the third trial* 
It was therefore decided to use 16 paired associates in the 
preliminary learning experiment.
In addition to these more teohnlo&l considerations, 
further purposes were:
(1 ) to check the experimental prediction.
(2) fo ascertain whether the ft and PE paired associates 
were equally difficult to learn.
(>) fo discover possible difficulties of administration 
and to eliminate them.
Sdeotlon and Arrangement of Paired Associates for the 
Learning Experiment. The 16 triplets (PA-5 ), which had been 
selected from WA-M- ae described previously, were divided Into 
2 sets of paired associates, the stimulus words being paired 
once with the R response words and once with the PE response 
words. Thus two lists, one list of 16 R paired associates 
and a second list of 16 PE paired associates were formed. 
Eight paired associates were selected from each of these 
lists and combined. The eight paired associates remaining 
in each list were combined. In this manner two new lists
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were formed, eaoh of which now contained £ religious paired 
associates and 6 pol1tical-economic paired associate®.
The paired assooi&tes were systematically arranged in 
an order that would minimise the effect of position In the 
list upon learning. The decision to use three learning 
trials necessitated four presentations of the list to each 
subject. In the first presentation, the response words were 
given immediately following the stimulus word to give 
subjects an opportunity to learn them. The paired associates 
were arranged so that In eaoh of the k presentations, each 
of the paired associates occurred once among the first % 
paired associates, once among the second k, once among the 
third 4-, and once among the last 4*
Administration of Paired Associates. The preliminary
Ijf 'MW nWuiUUt**')’̂      mii‘ i liii i ■
learning experiment was conducted in two classes, one set of
16 paired associates to each class. WA-5 was administered
first, then the learning test was given. Eaoh subject was 
given a $x& card, instructions, and an answer sheet. 
Instruction® were read to the subjects as follows!
This is an experiment in learning. The 
objective is to learn a given response word to 
each of 16 stimulus words.
I will read 16 pairs of words. The first 
word of each pair is the stimulus word. The 
second word is the response word. You are to
learn to associate each response word with its
stimulus word.
First, I will read eaoh stimulus word and the 
response word immediately after it. The first 
reading Is for learning purposes only.
After the first reading, I will read the 
stimulus words. After each stimulus word is read,
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you will be given 5 seconds to recall the 
correct response word and write it down in the 
proper space on the form provided. After $ 
seconds, I will say, ^SfOP*. After yon hear 
the word ^STOP#, I will give yon the correct 
response word. Remember It for the next reading.
fhe task will be repeated four times.
You have been given a 5*3 oard. Hold this 
card in your free hand a© you write. Slide it 
down the page to cover the response words after 
you have written them. After X say "STOP*, 
cover the response word if you have written one.
TABLE 6. PAIRED ASSOCIATES USED IIT PRELIMINARY LEARNING
EXPERIMENT.
Class I Class II
1. avoid solitude 1. avoid hoarding2. be aggressive 2. be rljssjhteous
3* benefactor clergyman 3. benefactor inventor
%• deceive sinful deceive clever
5* high Ideals high earningsO. Insult forgive O* Insult avenge
7. lie immoral 7* lie expedientS. loathsome poverty g. loathsome devil
9. maker of millions 9. maker of universe10. miracles of loaves 10. miracles of finance
n . prepare for prosperity 11. prepare for Judgment
12. protect savings 12. protect worship
13. respect efficiency 13. respect humility1%. seek salvation i h . seek preeminence
15. standards gold 15. standards conduct16. unity trinity lo. unity monopoly
^he first list in Table 6 was read to Class I, the 
second list to Class II, The word order was changed In each 
reading as explained previously.
The elementary psychology classes to whom the preliminary 
learning experiment was administered consisted of 27 and 37 
students respectively. Prom the total of Gk test papers, £ 
were discarded. Five of & subjects did not take or complete
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WA Worm 51 3 subjects learned so few words that it appeared 
that they had not made an' honest effort*
Designation of Criterion Groups by WA-5* WA Form 5, 
which consisted of 29 E-PII triplet® and 12 B^ triplets* was 
scored as usual in terms of the number of religious responses*, 
On the basis of these scores* subjects were divided as 
follows i
(1) Those who marked 19 or more 1 associations were 
designated a® the 1 Droup (B * Si*
(2) Those who marked 19 or more PE associations were 
designated PJS- Qroup-1 {% * 13}*
(3) Those who marked 20 or more PE associations were 
designated PB Group-2 (M * 8) .
 Responses,* 1 eepemee were scored' in two ways*
Method (A) Correct responses were scored^*
Method (B) A response was scored if it could be classi­
fied as either B or Plf regardless of whether it was correct 
or not*
The scores of each subject for the three trials were 
swiatid* The total B and PB responses of each of the three 
groups (R* PE-1* PS-8) were then computed by scoring methods 
U) and (B) * These totals are presented in Table 7 on the 
next page*'
1The letter B will be substituted for the adjective 
neutral in the remainder of this study*
2The assigned response word will be called the correct 
response*- The ©jcperimenter realises that any response 
subject makes is correct for him*-
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Evaluation of Preliminary Learning Experiment In the 
Light of Experimental Objectives, Results of the preliminary 
learning experiment were evaluated In light of the previously 
stated objectives. The following conclusions were reached.
Combination of Humber of Faired Associates and Trials. 
Sixteen paired associates and three trials appeared to yield 
satisfactory results. However, this Judgment was considered 
very tentative, a® 10 to 15$ of the subjects appeared to 
have been motivated very moderately if at all.
Criterion of Learning. The number of words correct per 
trial appeared to be satisfactory.
Test of Experimental Hypothesis. One objective of the 
preliminary ledming experiment was to test and evaluate the 
experimental prediction in the light of experimental evidence.
(1) By ©coring method (A) (See Table 7> page 75) no 
differences approach statistical significance although they 
are in the direction predicted. The difference between the
B group and PE-2 group yields a P value of approximately 30$.
(2) By scoring method (B), the difference between the 
H group and PE group 1 1© in the predicted direction and 
reaches the 10$ fiducial limit©• The difference between the 
B group and PE-2 group 1® barely under the 5$ level of 
significance. Scoring method (B) 1® not a conventional 
method of ©coring learning. However, the results of scoring 
responses by this method have certain theoretical implications 
which will be discussed at the end of this chapter and in 
Chapter V.
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In summary, the results of the preliminary learning 
experiment were far from definitive. Differences between R 
and PE groups were in the predicted direction; however, the 
16 triplets which had consistently discriminated clearly 
between R and PE groups in previous item analyses, had 
generated small, and, with one exception, insignificant dif­
ferences when used as paired associates in the learning 
experiment. One factor was particularly disturbing: two
individuals from the PE attitude group had learned many more 
R responses than PE responses.* This circumstance occurred 
again in the fin&L learning experiment. It will be discussed 
in Chapter V.
Improvement of Techniques of Administration and of
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gelectlon of Bubjcots for the Final Learning Experiment. Con­
sideration was given to methods and techniques by which the 
significance of the small differences found between criterion 
groups in the preliminary learning experiment could be tested 
critically in the final learning experiment.
Several steps were taken:
(l) Because of the small sample (Nr 6^) used in the 
preliminary learning experiment, the separation between 
criterion groups was not as great as was desirable; therefore,
1The contention might be made that the selection of a 
second PE group, PE group 2 (on the basis of an attitude dif­
ference of one unit) was not Justified, The writer would not 
seriously argue with this point of view. However, for our 
purposes, raising the cutting score fro© 19 to 20 allowed us 
to eliminate one of the PE subjects whose learning and atti­
tude scores showed marked reversals.
n
It was decided to use a larger sample for the final learning 
experiment to effect an Increased separation.
(S) The Allport-Vernon Study of Values was used In 
conjunction with the word association test to select criterion 
groups.
(3) The paired associates of WA-5 were item analysed 
using R and RE learners as criterion groups. The WA-5 forms 
of the 12 subjects who learned the greatest ratio of B/PE 
words, and the WA-5 papers of the 12 subjects who learned the 
greatest ratio of PE/R words were item analysed. Five triplets 
that correlated either negatively or not at all with ability 
to learn R and PE words were discarded. Seven triplets that 
were apparently similar in context to those triplets in WA-5 
and which discriminated between R and PE learners were added.
(^) The discrimination power and the relative difficulty 
of each of the 32 paired associates used In the preliminary 
learning experiment was studied by the following procedure:
The 8 subjects who learned the greatest ratio of R/PE 
responses, and the 8 subjects who learned the greatest ratio 
of PE/R responses were selected from Class I. Criterion groups 
of learners were selected in the same manner from Class II, 
thus all of the J2 paired associates were represented.
A record was made of the number of times each response 
word was correctly made on each trial by members of the 
criterion learning groups. The results of this analysis are 
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avoid hoarding AV0ID solitude
Interest
charity
From Table B it ean be observed that the two triplets
DISULT and
did not differentiate between criterion groups. They were
therefore replaced by the alternate triplets
dollars At).
commandment®
The stimulus word "TIN" elicited one free response 
"dollars* in the free association test described previously. 
The word "MONEY* elicited neither "interest" nor "charity* 
as free associations. Furthermore, In the item analysis 
described In (3 ) above, these two triplets which had been used 
in WA-5 had discriminated well between R and PI learners.
Table 9 shows that the R group learned many more R than 
PI responses and the PI group learned almost an equal number.
TABLE 9. DIFFERENCES IN NUMBER OF PAIRED ASSOCIATES LEARNED
FROM LISTS OF R AND PE PAIRED ASSOCIATES BY SELECTED 
LEARNING* CRITERION CROUPS (R CROUP - B SUBJECTS;











It will be noted in Table B that the response word "devil* had 
been learned much more frequently than any other response word,
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An attempt was mad© to make the association less easy by 
using the word' "satan11 instead*
(5) She preliminary learning experiment had -revealed 
certain weaknesses of group administration* It appeared 
fairly obvious that at least 10 to 15$ of the subjects had 
not tried very hard to leam the paired associates# their 
learning curves showing a decline. A few of these subjects 
made no responses on the last trial* A farther objection# 
subjects could writ® the correct response word after It was 
given if they were so inclined* A few responses were illegi­
ble since subjects were under pressure to writ® fast* Worst 
of all# no effective method for timing responses could be 
used in group administration of the learning experiment* It 
was therefore decided that individual administration rather 
than group administration would b® used In the final learning 
experiment*
that subjects can leam paired associates in harmony with 
existing attitudes faster than paired associates which are 
neutral or opposed to existing attitudes was made as in the 
preliminary learning experiment* A further purpose of the 
final learning experiment was to allow a more accurate 
measure of the phenomenon that mediated differences between 
criterion attitude groups which had been found by scoring 
method (B). It will be recalled that subjects tended to
THAI* USARIfMG KXPERBfHMf
* Ttom experimental prediction
respond more often with incorrect response words in keeping 
with their own attitudes than with incorrect responses 
(which formed paired associates) opposed to their attitudes, 
therefore in this experiment all responses were recorded.
It was felt also that in this experiment the latency of 
responses might be a more sensitive indicator of learning 
than the number of words correct, an assumption supported by 
the findings of Postman, Egan, and Paris (J B ). Therefore 
response times were recorded*
feleotlon of Subjects. Results of the preliminary 
learning experiment indicated that differences in the le&rh- 
Ing of paired associates in harmony with, and opposed or 
neutral to existing attitudes was not large* Therefore it 
appeared probable that extreme R and FS deviates would have 
to be selected for the final learning experiment if signifi­
cant differences between groups were to be demonstrated. In 
consideration of these facts, the R and PE attitudes of a 
large group of subjects were measured so that R and PE 
subjects could be selected from extreme ends of the continuum* 
WA Form 6 and the AHport-Vernon Study of Values were 
administered to JL9 students in four elementary psychology 
classes. Both measures were administered in the first week 
of the new term. The experimental subjects had seen none of 
the previous WA forms. WA-6 was scored as described previous­
ly; R scores were arbitrarily designated as high. The Allport 
Vernon Study of Values was scored as described in Chapter II. 
By reference to scores on both these measures, R and PE
criterion groups were 8el eeted.
the subjects designated as religious satisfied both of 
the following criteria: (1) a score of gl or more on WA-6
and (g) a score of 25 or more on the Allport-Vernon Study of 
Values. A score of 21 or more on the WA~6 indicated that 
the subject had paired the stimulus word with the H response 
word more than twice as often as with the FI response word, 
there were 22 subjects In the H criterion group. The FI 
criterion group consisted of 21 subjects haring scores of 10 
or less on WA-6 and who in addition had scores of 10 or less 
on the All port-* Vernon Study of Values. A score of 10 or less 
on WA-6 Indicated that the subjeot had associated the stimu­
lus word with the FI response word more than twice as often 
as with the R response word.. light subjects were chosen at 
random from each of these criterion groups for the final 
learning experiment. The elementary psychology classes from 
which subjects had been selected consisted roughly o f  75$  
males and 25$ females. There fore 6 of the subjects selected 
from each criterion group were males and 2 females.
Apparatus. The apparatus consisted of a 36xi2**iit©h 
board painted dull black and fired to a base of the same 
else. Approximately In the center of the board was a hx7~ 
Inch aperture through which the paired associates could be 
seen. A plywood panel was attached to the back of the 
apparatus 1/^ of an inch behind the aperture. A 5x8 card 
was then glued to the backing plywood panel so that a white 
background could be seen through the aperture at all times.
Between the backing panel ana th© J6xl2^1nch board was a 
1/M— Inch elot Into which card© could be Inserted by the 
experimenter.
Cards for Presentation of Paired Associates. The
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paired associates were presented on 5x$-lnch white unllned 
cards. The words were typed In capital letters equidistant 
from the top and bottom of the card. The stimulus word was 
typed li inches from the left margin of the card, and a 
space of 2& Inches was left between th© stimulus and response 
word. Each card was identified by appropriate markings on 
the back to enable the experimenter to score responses with­
out reference to the front of the card. An arrow was marked 
on the back of each card on the bottom edge. When this 
arrow was lined up with a second arrow on the apparatus (^ ), 
the subject could see the stimulus word in the middle of th© 
aperture, but he could not see the response word.
Eight decks of 16 cards were used. On four of the 
decks, the stimulus word was paired with the appropriate 
religious response word from the triplets; on the other four 
decks, the stimulus word was paired with the PE response 
word from the triplets.
Method of Presentation of Paired Associates. In the 
preliminary learning experiment each subject had been given 
a series of three trials in which to learn 16 paired associates, 
S represented religious values, $ political-economic values. 
This procedure was modified In the final learning experiment 
as follows; each subject was given two series of 3 trials;
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on each trial 16 paired associates 'were presented. In one 
series of trials the stimulus words were paired with the 
religious response words; In the second series of trials 
with the political-economic response word®. Within both 
series of trials the stimulus words were presented to sub­
jects four time®.
In the first of the four trials the subjects were shown 
both words of the paired associates with Instructions to. 
learn them for the next time. This trial was followed by 
three learning trials. (The procedure used in the learning 
trials is explained In detail under the heading Experimental 
Procedure. )
An order for presenting paired associates was devised 
so that no systematic order effect could operate to make any 
one of the paired associates easier to learn than the others. 
Two problems, of order had to be reckoned with. (1) The order 
of presentation of paired associates for each trial had to be 
randomised. (2 ) An arrangement of trials had to be devised 
so that the sequence of trial® would be systematically varied 
In a similar manner for both groups.
Within-LIst Order. The 16 stimulus words of the 32 
paired associates were arranged in eight orders by the follow­
ing procedure: eaoh stimulus word was numbered. The numbers
were then arranged In an B by 16 table in an order such that 
each number appeared once in either the first or second row 
of numbers, once in either the third or fourth row, once in 
either the fifth or sixth row, and so on through the list.
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Furthermore no two stimulus words followed each other In th© 
same order upon any two successive trials* This method 
utilizes th© Latin square principle of randomization.
■Order Between Trials# Th© eight orders of paired 
associates were numbered a through h* Th© sixteen subjects 
selected for th© learning experiment were then divided Into 
four blocks, four subjects to each block. Th© bloeks were 
designated A, B# C, and D» Bach contained two B subjects 
and two PE subjects# Th© between*trial order was arranged 
as follows $
(1) Block A {first group of four subjects)* All
subjects In this block were presented th© H paired associates 
In trial order mf b* o, d* Th© same subjects were presented 
th© PE paired associate© in trial order @# f# g# h«
(2) Block B {second group of four subjects). All 
subjects in this block wer© presented th© H paired associates 
in trial order d# ct b, a* Subjects wer© presented PE paired 
associates in trial order h, g, f, ©•
(3) Block G (third group of four subjects). All
subjects In this block wer© presented th© B paired associates 
In trial order ©, f, g, h* Subjects were presented PI paired 
associates In trial order af b# c, d«
(4) Block X> {fourth group of four subjects). All
subjects in this block wer© presented th© B paired associates 
In trial order hf g, f ,  e. Subjects wer© presented PE paired 
associates in trial order d, o , b, a.
BJ
Th© within trial and between trial orders described 
above assured randomization of the paired associates and at 
the same time prevented any systematic order effect from 
favoring either B or PS subjects.
Practice Effect, to assure that no constant practice 
effect favored either H or PS subjects in the learning of H 
and PE contexts, one of the R subjects and one of the PI 
subjects In each block was presented the R paired associates 
first and the PI paired associates second, ^he other two 
subjects in each block were presented the PI paired associ­
ates first and the R paired associates second.
Experimental Procedure. The eight decks of cards on
I1IHI mW I I'nn .1, iy ■ . V!' Tftfif .Ifti ait.ifril Iii.l I f
which th® paired associate® were presented were checked to 
make sure that they were in the prearranged order before each 
subject was tested. The subject sat at a table in a small 
booth facing the learning apparatus. Before instructions 
were given, a metronone was started. The metronone was set 
at 69 beats a minute throughout the experiment. The subject 
was then instructed as follows:
This is a test of your ability to learn paired 
associates. You will be given two similar learning 
task®. I will describe the first task and tell you 
what you are to do. First, you will be shown 16 
paired associates, like this: (At this point the
subject was shown a dem on strati on card similar to 
those used in the experiment. The paired assooiate, 
HQB3E-SADDLE, was printed on this card). The word 
“horse1 is the stimulus word, the word “saddle** 1® 
th© response word. Notice that when I place the 
card in this position (Experimenter insert® card 
half-way into slot with arrows aligned) you can see 
only the stimulus word. With th© card in this 
position (Experimenter inserts card all the way into 
slot) you can see both the stimulus and the response 
words.
Your Job will be to learn to pair the 
stimulus and response words shown on each card.
The first time I will show you the stimulus and 
response words like this! (Here the experimenter 
Inserts the demonstrati on card into the slot, 
allowing the subject to see the stimulus word for 
two beats, then both stimulus and response words 
for four beats). I will first show you the 16 
cards in this way so that you oan 1 earn the 
correct response word. This trial is for learn­
ing purposes only. After this trial, three more 
trials will follow in which the stimulus word 
alone will be presented. In eaoh trial you are 
to give the response word which has been shown 
you as soon as possible after you have seen the 
stimulus word. For instance if you see the word 
HORSE, you say SADDLE as quickly as you oan.
What happens next depends upon whether or 
not you oan give the correct response word. One, 
if you give the correct response word within the 
six seconds that will be allowed you, I will say 
^Correct® and we will go on to the next card. Two, 
if you cannot give the correct response word, I 
will show you the response word again so you can 
remember It for ^ie next trial, three, if you 
give a wrong response word, I will show the correct 
response word to you.
Questions?
I will show you the sixteen stimulus words 
three times. Each time they will be shown in a 
different order. Try hard but don11 be discouraged 
if you can #t remember all the response words; there 
are more than you could be expected to learn in one 
trial,
When the second set of paired associates were shown 
(the paired associates in which stimulus words were paired 
with response words from the second context) subjects were 
instructed as follows:
This task 1® similar to the first one except 
that this time the stimulus words are paired with 
a different set of response words. As before, 
there will be one trial in which you will be shown 
both stimulus and response words to give you a 
chance to learn them. Then there will be three 
trials in which the stimulus words alone will be
t§9
presented. Aw before, when you see the stimulus 
word, give the response word of THIS series if 
you can.
Presentation of Cards. The cards were presented to 
subjects as explained In the Instructions, the purpose of 
the presentation of the first deck of cards of each context 
was to allow the subject to learn the appropriate response 
word. In trial 1, the stimulus word was shown for two beats 
of the metronome, then both stimulus and response word® for 
four beats. The card was then withdrawn and after four more 
beats the stimulus word of the next card was shown to the 
subject and so on through the deck.
Upon presentation of the second deck of R and PE cards 
and throughout the presentation of the third and fourth 
decks, the responses were recorded on scoring sheets which 
had been prepared prior to the experiment. The appropriate 
response words for the sixteen stimulus words of the last 
three trials of both the B and the PE contexts were arranged 
on the score sheet® In the same order a® they were arranged 
in the decks of cards.
The experimenter presented each card to the subject so 
that the stimulus word would be visible just as the metronome 
clicked. The experimenter then counted the metronome beats 
subvoc&lly while waiting for the subject to respond. It has 
been noted in the instructions that the subject could 
respond .-in any one of three ways i
(1) With the appropriate response 
(p) With an Incorrect response
(3) Failure to respond.
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Method o t Scoring Responses* (1) If the appropriate
response was given, the experimenter said "correct” and 
recorded the number of clicks between the presentation of 
th® stimulus word and the ©mission of th® first syllable of 
the response word* The experimenter made each stimulus 
word visible to the subject on th© beat of th® metronome*
If the response word occurred before the next beat of the 
metronome, th© response time was scored as sere* If the re­
sponse word occurred between th© first and second beats of 
the metronome (after th© beat on which th© stimulus word 
was presented) the response time was scored as one* All 
responses were timed to th® prior beat of the metronome*
Four beats after the correct response was given, th© next 
stimulus word was presented*
(2) If an Incorrect response was given, th© experimenter
waited two beats then showed th© subject both the stimulus
and response words* The incorrect response was recorded
and timed* If during th© two beat interval, a second <correct) 
response occurred, it was recorded and timed* If the second 
response was incorrect, the experimenter showed th® subject 
both stimulus and response words for four seconds and re­
corded th© second response also* The card was then withdrawn 
and four seconds later th® next stimulus word was presented*
(3) If th© subject failed to respond in six seconds,
th© experimenter showed th© subject both th® stimulus and 
the response word for four seconds and marked an X beside
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th© same response word on the scoring sheet. A scoring 
sheet which contains th© responses of subject R-4, learning 
H paired associates, is presented in fable 10, page 92*
OTALUATIOW OF RESULTS
Review of Experimental fre&jotions* It. has been pre-  .
dieted that sub j ©eta will learn paired associates in harmony 
with existing attitudes faster than paired associates con­
flicting with existing attitudes* Mo specific prediction 
was mad© in regard to th© concept VERBAL RESERVE, which had 
not been fully developed at this time. However, all responses 
were recorded and timed in th© expectation that (1) the 
tendency to substitute incorrect^ responses from th© opposite 
attitudinal context would occur and that (2) subjects would 
respond faster when learning words symbolic of their own 
attitudes•
Compilation of Results* Each subject*s responses ar© 
summated for each trial in terns of (1) words correct, (2)' 
time of response (whether th© appropriate response was given 
or not), and (3) th© number of responses* These data are 
presented In Table 11, pages 93-96* (By cross reference to 
Table 10, page 92, in which th© responses of subject on th©
R paired, associates are presented, the reader will note that 
the summations of its columns are presented in Table 11*)
Th© word incorrect is used her© to denote any response 
other than the response assigned in th© particular series 
the subject is learning* An "incorrect response” in this 
case might have been (l) an assigned response from th© 
previous context, or (2) any other response*
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TABLE 10* SCORE SHEET FOB LEARNING TEST.
Subject No. R-4 Block-9
(R) BE Series of Paired Associate® Presented (Tst^ 2nd
TRIALS,-» R Paired Associates
Wd.
No. 1 2 3
1 Charity X Judgment / Clergyman /
.. :0 Commandments / Conduct X Satan £>
\> Righteous 3 Salvation a Conduct
% Immoral 1 Loaves d Universe I
5 Conduct x Ideals / Loaves /
6 Universe O Trinity / Worship x
7 Loaves / Universe / Righteous 3
a 3a tan / Sinful X Judgment dL
9
Z SfaiAjdtKAebIdeals x Immoral Salvation /
10 Sinful X Commandments o * f'// Charity 4< ̂
n Humility X Charity A Sinful
12 Cl ergyman Satan Ideal s /
13 Salvation d Worship d Humility 3
14 Trinity d Clergyman d Commandments /
15 Judgment d Humility X Trinity I
16 3Worship x 1Righteous x Immoral X
Words Correct i o // / 3
Total Responses / 3 /Z A




NOTE; Words in columns are correct response?. Numbers 
in columns specify response times In 60/69 sec.; X In columns 
denotes failure to respond; responses written in column are 
Incorrect responses. Note In column 3# rows 10 and 11, sub­
ject responded twice, the second response being correct In 
bath Instances. Both response® are recorded and scored.
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TABLE 11. SCORES OF CRITERION GROUPS ON FINAL LEARNING 
EXPERIMENT*
NOTE? Subjects are divided Into Block® A, B# C, and 0* 
each block contalnlng two R and two FE subjects. Each block 
Is presented as a separate section of the table and identified 
by letter In Column I. Subject® are numbered R-l through R*i, 
and PE-1 through FE-g. An asterisk placed before the subject’s 
number in Column I (e.g., *11-1} indicates that the context of 
the first set of paired associates presented was in harmony 
with the subject's attitude. T1, Tg* etc., indicates the trial 
number.






Tl TS T3 Tot Tl TS T3 Tot
Words Correct 9 10 12 31 k 6 10 20
R-l Time %g 36 31 109 61 63 l*t* 168
Total Words 13 15 15 *3 10 10 13 33
Words Correct 7 10 13 30 8 11 11 30
PE-1 Time 6o 56 3* 159 %9 39 314 122
Total Words 10 11 15 36 11 13 15 39
Words Correct 7 B 13 28 5 11 15 31
*R-2 Time 66 60 3**- 160 81 51 33 165
Total Words 11 10 15 36 5 12 15 32
Words Correct i i 9 25 9 10 11 30
♦PE-2 Time 63 53 53 168 50 99 42 141
Total Words 9 11 11 31 13 12 14 39







Tl Tg T3 Tot Tl : TS T3 Tot
Words Correct 8 11 12 31 a 9 10 2?
R-3 Time 52 39 33 124 62 47 37 146
Total Words 11 13 1̂ 38 11 13 13 37
Words Correct 6 5 9 20 8 8 14 30
re-3 Time 63 67 58 1S« 66 59 37 162
Total Words 6 a 10 26 12 12 16 40
Words Correct 10 ii 13 3^ 7 10 10 27
*R-4 Time 3 i 39 35 112 56 48 k-5 149
Total Words 13 12 16 k l 11 13 12 36
Words Correct': 10 11 13 6 4 10 20
Time 52 51 4-7 150 73 74 54 201
i
Total Words ll 12 13 36
i
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TABLE 12. C0H8»EB SCORES OF Cr.X?ERXO» ft ROUPS (g R - g PE 
SUBJECTS} OS FIf.AE LS&RRZKO EXFERMEPT.
uroup Faired Soaring Trial •A«tOOi&t©R ' Method Tqta\
;*:ord# Correct 67 S3 103 851
E Religion# ft so hip 366 356 1018
fatal tore# 92 106 116 316
tore# Oorroot 56 80 98 888
Felttioal-
Eeenoato TIm P I 397 339 1837
fetal Wore# 76 95 103 m
tore# Correct 62 69 91 888
F& Bellgleu# Time *t&7 636 369 1250
fatal Word# g j 69 106 363
Sard# Oorreot 70 79 98 361
F» PolitiealrEeenorie -Tia# 395 336 | 1161
Total lord# S9 96 96 1
$0M &1
Soaring Trials
Method 1 2 ..J L J Total
Favorable tore# Correct 137 161 196 693
Context
(H Grp- B wee* 
m  ®rp~ m  wo#
£2* 739 590 m }
fetal Word# 181 ace a  6 597
Unfavorable 
Coat OXt
(H Grp- pi wen* 
PE Grp- R wee)
Ford# Correct 118 169 183 650
riffie 968 631 688 8687
Total Wore# 163 186 308 555
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Comparison of 3cores of R and P® Group®. The results
of scoring methods (1) words correct, (2) time of response, 
and (3 ) number of responses were totalled for:
(1) H subjects learning R paired associates,
(2) PE subjects learning PE paired associates.
(3) ft subjects learning PE paired associates,
(*4-) PI subjects learning II paired associates,
The first and second Items above were then summed and 
compared with the summation of the third and fourth Items. 
Note that the first and second items are the scores of crite­
rion groups learning favorable paired associate®, (paired 
associates In keeping with existing attitudes). The summa­
tion of the third and fourth items represents the scores of 
criterion groups learning unfavorable paired associates. Hie 
results of the summed scores are presented In Table 12, page 
97* Prom this table the reader will observe that the 
differences between criterion group® are consistently in the 
direction predicted.
Significance of blfTere n c e s . The experiment was 
designed with the intent of using the method of Analysis of 
Variance to evaluate results. Preliminary analyses by thle 
method Indicated that differences In performance between 
Individuals was so large that, with one exception, the 
critical GroupxContext P-ratio was not significant. There- 
fore results have been analysed in terms of X* and t.
Computation of X*\ It has been explained that each 
subject was scored on each trial by each of three methods
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of scoring: words correct, time, and number of responses*
Experimental predictions would have been fulfilled perfectly 
If for corresponding trials*** on the two contexts, each 
subject Cl) had learned more paired associates in keeping 
with liis own attitudes, (2) had responded faster, and (3) 
had given more responses, both correct and Incorrect.
Therefore, scores on corresponding trials (see Table 11) 
were matched. For each pair of trials a frequency was 
recorded in the row designated "Favorable11 if the difference 
between the subject *s scores on corresponding trials was in 
the direction predicted. A frequency was recorded in the 
row designated "Unfavorable" If the difference between the 
subject’s scores on corresponding trials was opposite to 
the direction predicted* A frequency was recorded in the 
row designated "Tie" if the subject had identical scores 
on corresponding trials* Thus nine frequencies were re*- 
corded for each subject, three for each of the methods of 
scoring* With 16 criterion subjects there were 48 frequencies 
for each of the three methods of scoring*
1By corresponding trials w© mean that Xrial X on the H 
context corresponds with Trial I on the PE context, Trial 2H 
with Trial 2PE, and Trial 3R with Trial 3PE.
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TABLE 1J. COMPARISON OF TER?OKAROCS AGAINST EXPBRHtSBTAL
PREPXCKOfJ; CHI-SqUAFE.
ROTE: R and PE groups & w  combined to compare oorre-
• ponding"*trial ecore*"'in relation to the experimental pre­
diction that (1 ) more paired associate* In keeping with 
existing attitudes would be learned, (S) response times for 
these associations would be shorter, and (3) that more 
responses, both correct and incorrect, would be mad©. Chi 
squares are computed between frequencies in the total column.
Scoring Relationship Corresponding Trials
Method to Rredletlon 1 p. 3 Tot
Favorable 10 11 9 30 xa= U.27J 1 or
w.ord*Correct Unfavorable fc 5 7 16 p <.05
Tie 2 0 0 2





13 11 37 r2. 17.0M-
Time Unfavorable 3 2 9 P <”.01
Tie 0 1 1 2
Favorable 10 9 y 26 X-* 6 .OS
Total
Word® Unfavorable 3 h it- 11 p < .02>.01
Tie 3 3 5 11
Computation of t-scores. Each subject was given an 
opportunity to learn 16 paired associates in keeping with his 
existing attitudes and 16 paired associates which were neutral 
or opposed. To compute the t-scores, the trial score of each 
subject on paired associates representative of his unfavorable 
attitudiaal context was subtracted from his corresponding 
trial scores on paired associates representative of his 
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In harmony with existing attitudes are being learned as 
compared to paired associates which are neutral or opposed 
to existing attitudes. To confine ourselves strictly to 
the evidence at hand, the differences found here are applicable 
to extreme deviates of elementary psychology classes at the 
University of Maryland and similar groups when learning pair­
ed associates which represent religious and a combination of 
political and economic values or attitudes in so far as w© 
have been able to measure such values or attitudes by word 
associations and by the Allport-Vemon Study of Values*
Contrary Evidence*. Two PE subjects In the preliminary 
learning experiment and subjects PE-4 and 5 in the final 
learning experiment, learned considerably more K than PE 
paired associates* A discernible emotional reaction was 
noted in these two subjects during the learning of B paired 
associates * Subject PE-4 who appeared quite placid during 
the learning of the PE paired associates, squirmed in his 
chair and by facial expression indicated his distaste for 
the K paired associates. After these Initial reactions his 
performance on the K paired associates markedly exceeded 
that on the PE paired associates in respect to all three 
methods of scoring* Subject PE-5, on missing the B paired 
associate SEBK-salvation, said, "Huh, I d©n*t believe in 
that", and made a number of other similar remarks while 
learning the B list. After the experiment this subject said,
"X might have felt different about religion if my parents 
hadnft tried to cram it down my throat"•
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SUMMARY
At the beginning of the chapter we stated the 
hypothesis that attitudes Influence Immediate learning. We 
have explained how we attempted to create oonditione favor­
able to a critical experimental test of this hypothesis, 
the word aeeooiatlon triplets described In Chapter II were 
divided Into two sets: one was used to select criterion
subjects; the second was divided Into paired associates to 
provide learning material.
Results of the preliminary learning experiment were in 
the direction predicted; however, with the exception of a 
tendency {significant at the 5^ level} for subjects to make 
incorrect responses consistent with their pre-experimental 
attitudes, differences between criterion groups were not 
significant.
As a result of findings from the group-admlnlstered 
preliminary learning experiment, the experimental design was 
modified to Increase its precision. The Allport-Vernon 
Study of Values and the WA triplets were ueed In the final 
learning experiment to select & subjects from each end of 
the R-PE continuum. Responses obtained In this Individually 
administered learning experiment were scored in terms of 
(1 } correct responses, (2) response time, and (3 ) the number 
of responses--whether correct or not. Differences between
ocriterion groups were evaluated by X and t, and In all 
instances were found to be In the direction predicted. Scor­
ing of responses In terms of words correct and total responses
10k
yielded ohi-square values significant at the 5$ level of 
confidence; differences in response time were significant at 
the X% level. Of nine t*s computed In terms of trial by 
trial comparisons, 1 exceeds the 5$ fiducial limits and 3 
are between the *> &nd 10# fiducial limits.
k positive practice effect favoring the learning of 
the second series of paired associates was noted. In the 
two learning experiments, three PS subjects were found who 
were markedly superior In the learning of 1 paired associates.
The experimental results are interpreted as tentative 
evidence in support of the experimental hypothesis. Shorter 
response times and the tendency to respond more frequently 
to paired associates In keeping with existing attitudes (in 
the final learning experiment} and the tendency by subjects 
(in the preliminary experiment) to give Incorrect responses 
in keeping with existing attitudes helped give rise to and 
support the construct, verbal reserve.
CHAPTER IV
PERCEPTION AHB INCIDENTAL LEARNING-
IH f W  DUO TI0H
Theoretical Basis. The experimental evldenoe me to the 
projective nature of perception has been elted in some detail 
in pages 25-27 of Chapter I and summarized on page 28. It 
will not be reviewed again here. The experiments reviewed In 
Chapter I and many others are indicative of the growing 
recognition of the oruelal role which such factors as atti­
tudes and psychological needs play in the perceptual process. 
Bruner and Coodman (6) have used the phrase ^behavioral 
determinants * to distinguish these personality correlates of 
perception from the psychophysical, sensory, and essentially 
formalistic principles of perception.
From the experimental evidence cited in Chapter I, we 
draw the following conclusions which are taken as a point of 
departure for the experiments to be described In this chapter:
(l) The perceptive process is selective. What stimuli indi­
viduals perceive from their environments are in part a func­
tion of their personalities. (2) It is very probable that
the initial stages of the perceptive process have no conscious 
counterpart. Many investigators have used an attitude 
measure, the All port-Vernon Study of Values, as the independ­
ent variable to study intra-individual differences in per­
ception.
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Our reasoning is as follows. Sines perception is 
selective In nature* it should follow that subjects having 
strong attitudes of a specifiable sort will perceive objects 
or words in hamony with such attitudes more readily than 
objects or words neutral or contrary to such attitudes. The 
concept verbal reserve may be used to make this prediction 
with equal facility. If this concept has validity* it must 
be assumed that individuals holding strong attitudes of a 
specifiable sort have a more ready reserve of verbal responses 
for objects or words in keeping with that attitude. The 
strong verbal reserve mediates greater neural activity* 
lowering the perceptual threshold for objects or words which 
arc in harmony with the more ready reserve of verbal responses.
A further phenomenon* incidental learning, which may be 
related to the above assumptions is investigated as a second 
part of this experiment. Everyday experience leads one to 
believe that different people learn different things about 
their environments; they select different Items from their 
environments to be learned. This can be observed at the drug­
store book counter where the sports enthusiast will choose a 
book by Paul Galileo; the confirmed reader of detective 
stories will select a book by Earl Stanley Gardner or Agatha 
Christie. The reader will recall that we said In Chapter III* 
page 64* that the statement* “learning and attitudes are re­
lated, * can mean that: (1 ) attitudes affect immediate learn­
ing* or (g ) an individual*s attitudes influence what he 
chooses to learn. The purpose of the learning experiments to
l®7
be described here Is to test the second possibility. It 
would seem probable that the person with a strong attitude 
of a speoifiable sort would learn words in keeping with sueh 
attitudes faster than words from a neutral or opposed oon- 
text without experimental instructions.
Outline of IxperimentAI Work. Specifically, as a first 
approximation, the experiments will be carried out as follows*
(1) The WA Form 7 will be used to select as criterion 
groups subjects who presumably hold strong religious and 
political-economic attitudes.
(2) A mixed verbal context containing religious,
pelit leal-economic, neutral words, and some nonsense sylla­
bles will be presented to all subjects with instructions to 
underline all words. It is predicted that the members of the 
criterion group will undetdlne more words in harmony with 
their own attitudes than words representative of the contrary 
attitude.
(3) After having completed this task subjects will be 
instructed to recall all words they can remember having seen 
in the mixed context. It is predicted that the members of 
the criterion groups will learn more words in harmony with 
their own attitude than words representative of the contrary 
attitude.
In retrospect, and to help clarify this description of 
the experiments for the reader, it is noted here that a 
number of technical and other difficulties were encountered 
during the course of the work to be described. Several
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changes and successive approximatIona ware made to make the 
experiment a teat the experimental predictions*. The report 
of the experimental work may be divided into four eeetianef
(1 ) An account of successive approximations needed to 
design a mixed context that would permit enough incidental 
learning to occur and thus to allow realistic scoring. (The 
original plan was to carry out the perception and incidental 
learning experiments as separate experiments.)
( 2 ) An account of the development of a technique of 
administration for the perception experiment. (After a few 
preliminary trials it became apparent that the amount of 
time subjects would be allowed to see the mixed context would 
have to be controlled. )
(j) An account of the first perception experiment and 
of measurement of incidental learning by recall.
(*0 An account of the second perception experiment, 
Incidental learning being measured by the recognition method.
EXPERIMENTAL RROCEmRtS
Word Sel action. The words used for the perceptual and 
incidental learning experiment were selected by the following 
method. Eighty words of religious connotation and 70 words 
of political-economic connotation were selected by the 
experimenter and screened by group discussions with under­
graduate students. Two lists, an R list consisting of 5& 
words and a PE list consisting of 55 words, were prepared.
The R list was presented to the 15 students of an 
elementary psychology class having the highest scores on the
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R continuum on both th© Allport*Vernon Study of Values and 
the Word Association Form 3, which had been administered on 
a prior occasion as part of this total study. The PB list 
was presented at the same time to 19 students of the same 
©lass who had scored highest on th© PB continuum of th® 
Allport*Vernon Study of Values and th© WA Form 3, Bach group 
was asked to rat© th© words in its list for vividness by
(1) drawing a lin© through those words which seemed to b® 
out of contextf (2 ) leaving unmarked those words which seemed 
to be in context, but not particularly striking! and (3) 
checking those words which they considered most vivid*
Before subjects were allowed to begin, the easperimenter 
presented briefly the definitions of the religious, political, 
and economic man according to Spranger* Subjects were asked 
when rating each word to consider these definitions as well 
as their own conceptions of th© words*
The rated lists were then scored in th© following manners 
Rating Cl), 0 points! rating (2), 1 point! and rating (3),
2 points* On th© basis of these ratings, the 40 words judged 
most vivid were chosen from each list* Forty neutral^- words 
of roughly th© same frequency of occurrence were selected 
fro® th® Thorndike Word List (49)•
The selection of words In all classes was a compromise 
between vividness and the mechanical consideration of having 
an equal, or nearly equal, number of vowels in each class,
The letter N will be substituted for neutral hereafter.
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Cancellation Form 1. Th© first figure for the ©*p©ri- 
ment wae constructed and named Cancellation Form 1. In Its 
construction, the selected R, PE, and H words were scattered 
through a figure consisting of 30 closely spaced lines of 
equal length. Each line contained 50 letters. The spaces 
between words were filled in with consonants and nonsense 
syllables. To minimize the effect of primacy the first line 
contained no words, {for copy of dancellatlon Fbrm 1, see 
Table 30, page 152, )
This form was pretested on 11 subjects who were not 
members of the group to be used in the final experiment. 
Subjects were Instructed to encircle all vowels h, E, and 0, 
The task was described to them as one of accuracy and not 
one of speed. Subjects were allowed to set their own working 
rate. They were instructed to turn their papers over when 
each had completed the task. The whole group was then In­
structed to write any words they could recall having seen 
during the circling procedure. The task was reported by the 
subjects to be long and fatiguing; furthermore, only one 
subject recalled more than one word.
Cancellation form 2. To obviate the difficulties in 
Cancellation Form I, Cancellation Form 2 was devised. To 
shorten the task, the number of lines of letters was reduced 
from 30 to 20, and only 30 words from each of the R, PE, and 
M classes were used. These words were selected from the 
list used for Cancellation Form 1 in the same manner as the 
original ho had been selected. The figure was double spaced
Ill
to make It more "readable*. (For copy of Cancellation Form 
2, see Table 3 ± K page 155. }
Cancellation Form 2 was administered to 23 students of 
the experimenter’s class in elementary psychology at 
Ft. Meade, Md. Instructions on the form were read. Subjects 
were instructed to underline the vowels h, E, and I, a® well 
as the letter on either side of each, every time these vowels 
were seen. They were told to complete the underlining, turn 
their papers over, and record their individual time on the 
back. A running record of the time in 5 second Intervals was 
kept on the blackboard.
When all had completed the task, they were then in­
structed to write down any words that they could recall having 
seen during the underlining procedure. The purpose of this 
trial was to determine how many of the PE, R, and H words had 
been learned Incidental to the underlining procedure. Eleven 
of the class were unable to recall any of the words, and of 
the remainder who recalled one or more words, none recalled 
more than five words. The incidental learning which occurred 
during this method of presentation was too meager to allow 
realistic analysis; therefore it was decided that the method 
of administration and/or Inst motions would have to be 
changed to permit more incidental learning to occur.
Recognition Form 1. A third figure, referred to here­
after as Recognition For®3' 1 (for copy, see Table 15, page 112),
^The letters RF will be substituted for Recognition Form 
hereafter.
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TABLE 15. RECOCT ITION TOM 1 
Instructions:
This Is  a recogn ition  task. Kota the lin e s  o f le t te r s  
below. When d ire c te d , you are to  underline a l l  the words 
you can fin d  in e a o h  l in e . You w il l  be allowed 15 seconds 
to  do th is . At the end o f each f if te e n  seoond In te rv a l. I  
w il l  t e l l  you to wove on to  the next l in e . So so lam edl- 
a te ly , whether you have oonpleted the lin e  you are working  
on or n o t. Bo not s ta r t the next lin e  u n t il you are  
d ire c te d  to .
1 . OLKUXTCOREPPHARHESSDRtJSDCKIXTUREJSTVUWOXHTUF'ODYI'VqL
2 . A(E.Bt4fcLTARrOHHMJLOAKK13JNC«JCI PXXBS TOLOBEKYPORIVALW
3. BGHORIZON XOLO QU BMEVILXHLEA DERJ RCT OBTRILFW UL RABBIFX 
k . BOILCp RPEN TECO8TQH0L SFLA STERCHUPKXT HORAKITEJ POW ERTM
5 . HISOEXTaEBaHISKHAKBUPDEACOlSCRORCOHKEROEIUJTDIHADESL 
6 . GHFL XBSLQUOVOARIiEHfRLHIIOSESRWXTJ EHOVAHHUFGLATITUDEPM 
7 . n.KPDYB 5BKBOTHCHROrat»ALTC8.3YaABBA TBR9AL ADDHM OROAKOX
6. STUTORXYCATHEDRALPJTBOKOSSLPPOTPORCEJPHNKHUNKERTPro 
9. BailELODr!tL(iUOVOHPOLlTICIARiairaOWRZJW3R«yiDXJ>3AHITWHK
1 0 . PTVESPER8BMARKETQCHEMICALVCPI0USXYCAPITALJRADIAT0RB
11. WXftfRMAPaLEORTdDaAZRTNXraafOmCRTrUXBSXBOZRaRKDIBITK
1 2 . XJ» DRETIDEITYVOKBOTRALLXXPRCWOTERW RCEILIKOYCHNOA HHXP
1 3 . FTP*KFPROPHE*L<»ACHIIH:FqCROmCEYIfEDn,EJIQABSORBJKQPf 
lb .  S TMEADOWPRQRETCREDIW DISCIPLEKPSACREDKCMaCOUH T9HM
1 5 . YDOOVERHTHPRIESTFUVK TPBSERKOK FLS TODIOLKVENVELOPEJ HL
1 6 . PKOISCOUNTBURAHDOMKPIBIBLECHMRBLOSSOMDJHSYPROPITNTZ
1 7 . YPTIANOKLFXSRPRESTIOEHHRVPAVILIOHWFTCrMHRllHCCASHHYAH 
10 . LWMRESPONaBOOKUXOOSPELHD<X.RUPXtX?WEALTHRWBAPTiaEML8
1 9 . PROCTER PL EHMCOWPEP£OJEL IR M A  lEPLRKDGJBXDOil IRA TEHDHL
20 . VQL FYXOFUTHXOWBUJ T3KOQULLVEA FEOMRI SPCOTXUHLOVFLYDRH
Naae
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was constructed. Th© R, PE, -and N words used la Cancellation 
Form 2 were used again In a 20-line, double-spaced figure. 
Subjects were instructed to underline word® rather than to 
encircle or underline vowels, the method heretofore tried.
Two neutral words were moved from th© lower part of the figure 
to the first line so that each line would now contain two or
more words. The only other change mad© was to remove a few
unintentional monosyllabic words which had been overlooked In 
preparing previous forms.
WA Form 7 and RF-1 were administered In that order to an 
elementary psychology class of 66 students. WA Form 7 w*« 
administered In the usual manner. KF-1 was handed out face 
down. Subjects were instructed as follows:
This is a recognition task. Note th© lines 
of letters below. When directed, you are to under­
line All the word® you oan l̂rid ln each line. Tou 
will be allowed 15 seconds to do this. At th© end 
of each fifteen second interval, I will tell you
to move on to the next line. Bo so immediately,
whether you have completed the line you are working 
°n or not. Do not start the next line until you 
are directed to.
When the form was administered in this manner, all sub­
jects presumably saw each line the same length of time and 
all finished the task together. Immediately after completing 
the task, subjects were instructed to turn the paper over and 
write on the back all of the words they could recall having 
seen during the underlining procedure.
WA-7 Forms or all subject® were scored. The 12 subjects 
with the hi iciest R and PE scores on WA-7 were designated as 
the R and PE criterion groups respectively. The range of
U k
s-oores for the R criterion group ran from 2^ to 3*3 R associa­
tions out of a possible ho. The ©embers of the PE criterion 
group made from 27 to 37 PE associations out of a possible *K>. 
Experimental Results i RF~1 and Incidental Learning,
"fflljH     'i ir n:na‘i .wftw-mTnawwbMiafr — <*n.— mm. m«p>i m>r-i—rm«wii*irrwTTTiwiwwTwVTTwirTTrw—nTnrrannBniMBrTgiiwi^TwniwBiTfflwwwi'iTi—MHW1 w i ^ ""“HiflHrrrHrrHSI
RF-l of each of these subjects was then scored as follows!
(1) The number of times' each ft. and P® word was under* 
lined by each criterion group.
(2) The number of words recalled by each criterion group.
(3) In th© scoring of th© papers, it was noted that ft 
subjects tended to underline parts of certain PE words so
that the word which resulted lacked either R or PE connotation,
a.i., "discount* underlined as ai«*-COUNT. A similar trend 
occurred in the reverse direction in the PE group, the PE 
subjects tending to partially underline more R words. The 
number of R and PI words treated in this manner by each group 
was counted to check the possible significance of this trend. 
The results of scoring method (1) were as follows?
(1 ) Each group tended to underline a greater proportion 
of words in Its own attitudlnal context than words in the 
opposite context, but the difference was not statistically 
significant.
m E I  16. WORDS UNDERLINED IR RECOGNITION FORM ,1 BY RELIGIOUS 
AND POLITICAL-ECONOMIC GROUPS
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( 2 )  the PE group, aa a group, underlined more words in 
each category than the H group*
TABLE 17* WORM RECALLED IT 8UBJK0YB OF THE R AMP PE ORDIIPlS, 
REOOQttlTIQlI FORM 1,
R Words FE Word#
M-S m
k l 2 *
The results of 000ring method (2) (recall) were mot 
significant; in fact, they were slightly in the direction op­
posite to that predieted*
The respite of. ecoring method (3) showed that each group 
tended to out up more words fro® the opposite context, this 
tendency was significant at the 5< level.
m i  is* m m m  or *onm produced m  r  aeb fe  croups i t  
cutting up mnm  or mn km opposed contexts.







Construction of Recognition Fora g and Xnoldental Learning.
, i. I t ■ 111111 '■’»* W J lBI W ft'J W  W . WBl . H I  idB.*ilwW H»li I. I ■P î>MM*ww^^wwpiwiiPWWWMWWWPW^W^WWW«WWWwwwwwpMWPWWMIwp>WW^WWWWMWI^W*
A fourth form, RF-g (see Table 19* page 116), was devised to 
exploit the trends which had operated in Recognition Form 1.
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t a b le  1 9 . fisco au rrio s  form z
In s tru c tio n s :
Th is Is  a recogn ition  ta s k . Kota the lin e s  o f le t te r s  
below. When d ire c te d , you are to underline a l l  the words 
you can fin d  in  each l in e . You w i l l  be allowed 15 seconds 
to  do th is . At the end o f each 15 second in te rv a l. X w i l l  
t e l l  you to more on to the next l in e . Do so Im m ediately, 
whether you hare completed the lin e  you are  working on 
o r not.' Do not s ta r t the next lin e  u n t il you are d ire c te d  
¥o doso .




5. MORO FAL TAHLOPaGBAfTQUCVGPEK TTCCOSTKGRAMMAHHLGRAK ITS
6 . BLHTEMPLEPDY3KPCBLOSSOMLVPRICEPHVICER0YH0X3EKPJT3A
7. PDSaN08TRXLXSAXHTQDCTOSRESPORS£S»re»!EADOWMTWRKrLO
6 . APYENERATEK BR ILL IANCEXPS0VEHL0RDKRTDEV0TED8YBCI TICK 
9 . YNPDRETBUSINESSKTGBAREVERENTX3PJCKARRATIVEPEKDULUMN
1 0 . PSABSOKBPKOEREMOHEYTLGCORVEKTXONFQCHLRCOMMODXETYAL
11. DGEPH5ARTYRUYKBSHALL0WEDNYRADIAT0RKIBEKAFACTERYDRN 
1 g. DETROU SER3BUIKVESTBEK T8KPTADUIKI STEHSrHIStOREDIENTEP 
1 J. LIWHOTSACREDITPOMuERCHAK TPHDPOBURSHIPYFT ICE ILIWGKE 
lh .  BLEKVELOPErPTSESKOKETAKYSRPHYRAL TARIFF** FOARMENTOB
15. SCOMMERCEXLWNYlSRCHEMICALlJKELISilRATEJC)UARRELiaiONK





(1) Those R and PE words which had discriminated most 
effectively on the basis of an item analysis of Recognition 
Form 1 were retained.
(2) In order to give the cutting up tendency a chance 
to operate (this tendency was significant in Recognition For®
1 at the 5$ level) PE and R words which would lend themselves 
to this tendency were included, plus overlapping R and FE 
words.
A sixteen-line double-spaced figure was used, each line 
containing fifty letters. Twenty-five E words were distributed 
at random throughout the figure. The R and FI words which 
had discriminated most effectively in Recognition Form 1 were 
distributed In the upper section of the figure. Six R words 
containing PE words within their structure, e.g., "pentecost*, 
and 6 FE words similarly containing R words, e.g., "business*, 
were placed In the center section. Twelve "overlaps*, e.g.,
*'sac re alt* and "sermoriefary*, were placed in the lower third.
A sharp demarcation was not made between each section, the 
sections being interlocked, so to speak, from bottom to top*
As in previous figures, the spaces between words were filled 
in with consonants and nonsense syllables.
The test of incidental learning was given as follows:
A list of 6*4- words was prepared for administration to 
subjects after RF-2 had been administered. This list con­
tained 16 H words, 16 FE words and 1*4- N words which appeared 
in the figure, and 6 R, 6 FE and 6 K words that had not 
appeared in the figure. The latter words were included for
11B
the purpose of evaluating false recognition, (For & copy of 
BF-2 and instructions, see Table 19# page 116, For a oopy 
of the recognition word list used in conjunction with RF-2, 
see Table 20, page 119. )
Administration. WA-7 and RF-2 were administered in that
       4WI î JMnî W--.n ■
order to an intermediate psychology dags of 93 students.
WA-7 was administered in the usual manner. RF-2 was handed 
out face down» and the subjects were Instructed as indicated 
in Table 19- In addition to the typed Instructions, subjects 
were instructed verbally to underline the largest word in 
cases in which shorter words were contained in longer words.
hearnlog~~Reoogftition. After the task had been com­
pleted, subjects were instructed to turn to the recognition 
list, which they had not seen previously, and to encircle all 
words which they recognised as having been in the figure.
The WA»7 forms of all subjects were scored. The Ik 
subjects having the highest H scores were designated as the R 
criterion group. The range of scores for this group extended 
from 2k to Jk R associations out of a possible kO. The Ik 
subjects having the highest PE scores were designated as the 
PE criterion group. The range of scores for this group 
extended from 29 to kO PE associations out of a possible kO* 
Scoring. RF-2 was scored as follows:
(1) The total number of R and PE words underlined by 
each criterion group.
( 2 ) The number of times the members of each criterion 
group underlined parts of R or PE words to make (a) neutral or
119
TABLE RECOGNITION WORD LIST USED IE 
RECOGNITION FOBM 2.
coiutmatfo* w i t h
1. ALTAR 22. CONVENTION 3̂. MIDAS
2m- MERCHANT 23. PARSON CAPITAL
3- SABBATH 2*1*. CALVARY DISCOUNT
b. ABSORB 25. DUTY VICEROY
9* GOSPEL 26. STUDIO Wf. PRICE
6. RENT 27. SACRED %$m ADMINISTER
7- STRENGTH 2S. MEADOW A9. PRACTICAL
S. ceremony 29. QUARREL 50. VESPERS
9. profit 30. DEVOTED 51. SALAD
10. EASES 31. BLOSSOM 52. SIN
11. WEALTH 32. VENERATE 53. CREDIT
12. POWER 33. NEUTRAL 5̂ . MERCY
13. CHEMICAL 3*. OVERLORD 55* INGREDIENT
1*1.. SERMON 35. PRESTIGE 56. CHANT
15. CATHEDRAL 36. PENTECOST 57* BONDS
16. PLASTER 37. HARNESS 5«. BAPTISE
17. GRANITE 3*. COMMODITY 59. ENVELOPE
IS. LATITUDE 39. INVESTED TS 60. PROPHET
19. RESPONSE *K>. RELIGION 61. GLOBE









nonsense words, (b) words of the opposite attitudinal con­
text.
The Recognition Word List (incidental learning) was 
scored as follows:
(1) Ihe total number of R, PE, and R words correctly 
recognised by each criterion group.
(2) the total number of R, PE. and If words falsely 
recognised, I.e.* words encircled In the R, PE,and 8 list 
which had not appeared in Recognition For® 2.
Results. The results of scoring methods 1 and 2 for 
RF-2 are presented in Table 21. Conclusions are as follows:
(l) The total number of R and PE responses is brought 
forward from Table 21.
Pol it leal-Economic Religious Responses Responses
R Group 8* * IX* « 95 X09 ♦ 17* = 126
PE Group 124- * 8* = 132 153 . 16* = 169
X2* .035 p . <.90 >.80
•Responses representative of this context produced by 
underlining parts of words from opposite context.
From the data above, it can be seen that the difference 
between groups is not significant. The prediction that sub­
jects will underline more words in harmony with existing 
attitudes is not borne out in this experiment with elementary 
psychology students.
(2) The number of times the members of each criterion 
group underlined parts of R and FE words to make (a) neutral 
or nonsense words, (b) words of the opposite attltudlnal context.
TABLE a. TABULATION OF RELIGIOUS, AMD POLITICAL AND
EGO MOM IC WORDS (A) UNDERLINED, (B) CUT TO NEUTRAL 
WORDS, AMD (C) COT TO WORDS OF THE OPPOSITE 
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1The figures in this column specify the frequency with 
which subjects of the criterion groups cut words representa­
tive of their own attitudinal context Into neutral words.
For example, HALLOWED out to HALL, INFERNO to FERM.
2ihe figures in these blocks specify the frequency with 
which subjects of the criterion groups out words representa­
tive of the opposite attitudinal context into {mailer) words 
in harmony with their own attitudinal context. For example,
OVERLORD cut to LORD, INVESTMENTS to VESTMENTS.
3fhe figures in these blocks specify the frequency with 
which subjects of the criterion groups cut up words in hanaony 
with their own attitudinal context into (smaller) words 
representative of the opposite context. For example, HALLOWED 
to OWE, DEVOTED to VOTED.
1 2 2
These total# ©an be extra©ted from fable 21. From this 
table, It can be observed that the difference in favor of 
cutting a larger word from the opposite context Into a 
shorter neutral word or a shorter word In harmony with exist­
ing attitudes (which was significant at the 5< level in the 
elementary psychology class) 1® not significant with this 
group. One further trend should be noted however!
The PS group cut up H words, 16 to make N words and 
16 to make PE word®. Thus of the R word® they cut up they 
extracted PE words from 500 o f them. The PE group cut up *K) 
PE word®, 32 to make M words and only B to make It words.
Thus they extracted R words from 20$ of the PE words.
The same trend does not hold for the R criterion group. 
The members of this group cut R and PE words into approxi­
mately an equal percentage of H words and words of the-con­
trary attitudinal context. Thus, while a trend in accord 
with a prediction which might have been corollary to the 
actual prediction is noted, the prediction itself, i.e., the 
predicted, tendency to cut up words from the opposed atti­
tudinal context into words in harmony with existing attitudes 
does not hold in this experiment.
We must conclude from the results cited above that ex­
perimental predictions are not borne out in this case. A 
search for factors which might have led to negative results 
leads to certain interesting conclusions:
(l) In this experiment subjects were instructed that 
when a short word was contained in a longer word, the longer
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word should be underlined. If the data are considered in 
this light, all the words cut either to neutral or opposite 
©ontexts represent errors. Thus, by sumuiatlng only the 
number of entire words underlined by each criterion group, 
we find, that the R group underlined £& plus 109 or 193 words 
correctly, and that the PI group underlined 12h plus LS3;'or 
277 words correctly, the difference between frequencies of 
192 and 277 yield* a Xs of 15.01.
We conclude that whatever selective factor operated to 
assign subjects to R and PE groups also led to marked dif­
ferences in the performance of these groups on the assigned 
task. The probability of such a difference occurring by 
chance alone is much less than one time in 100. Therefore a 
real difference between groups in performance of the assigned 
task may be assumed. It is probable that this large differ­
ence Interfered with the validity of the experiment.
Learning. The results of the recognition experiment 
given in conjunction with the perception experiment are tabled 
below.
TABLE 22. RH* I01GUS, FOL1TI0AL-1GOIIOM1C, ABB NBOTRAL WORDS 
CORRECTLY AMD FALSELY REOOCMXZKB IB THE RECOCttH-








R PE ft R PE N
Religious 68 98 10*1- 6 9 1
Political-Economic 87 lOJ 93 13 10 2
12k-
The results of this experiment fall to show differential 
learning between groups for words in harmony with existing 
attitudes.
SUMMARY
The results of the learning experiment, both recall and 
recognition, are negative. In the elementary psychology 
class, a tendency to cut up words from the opposite atti­
tudinal context into words In harmony with existing attitudes 
was operative at the 5% level of significance* A tendency to 
underline completely more words in harmony with existing 
attitudes was noted but was not significant. these results 
did not hold for the intermediate psychology class. In both 
classes, the performance of the FI criterion group in the 
underlining tash was superior to that of the R criterion 
group. The PE criterion group, especially in the Intermediate 
psychology class, attained a much higher level of performance 
than did the R criterion group. It is probable that in both 




Statement of Problem., In the first chapter we pointed 
to the need for a better understanding of the relationship 
between an individual and his verbal behavior* It was sug­
gested that our moderate progress toward this objective may* 
be due to the fact that investigators have frequently failed 
to make specific assumptions In this respect and test them.
The assumption was made here that verbal behavior has some 
substance and permanence In itself, and that, consequently, 
hypotheses In regard to verbal habits will be necessary to 
the proper understanding of related behavioral phenomena.
This is our basic hypothesis. Taking that as a point of de­
parture, we have delineated certain of Its seemingly neces­
sary implications In the area of attitudes, learning, and 
perception.
The Response Potential. The construct, Implicit re- 
sponse or reaction potential, has been used to implement the 
theoretical analysis. Evidence in favor of individual differ­
ence® in verbal behavior has been cited— perhaps a documenta­
tion of the obvious. We have assumed that individual differ­
ence® in overt verbal behavior are coordinate with differences 
In the number and strength of implicit response potentials. 
Word association triplet® were designed to show the usefulness 
of the construct, response potential, by making use of a 
stimulus word which could be associated with either of two
12&
response words to elicit dlscrlminal dispersions among 
samples of college students.
Response Potentials and Attitudes. The need to define 
attitudes more precisely was cited. Our position may fee 
stated simply; students seldom speak of lower animals 
possessing attitudes and with good reason; attitudes are 
commonly expressed verbally. In the preponderant majority 
of oases attitudes are measured fey verbal technlcfuos. Let 
ue assume then that attitudes are manifestations of verbal 
habits. Tor our habit unit we have selected the Implicit 
(verbal) response potential. It was assumed that the re­
sponse potential construct could Implement our understanding 
of attitudes fey providing a means for their measurement. A 
list of word association triplets was designed to represent 
religious (R) and a combination of political and economic 
(PR) attitudes. An example is the following:
STANDARDS “£££*•
The respondent was Instructed to "associate the stimulus 
word with the response word that goes with It best.* The 
triplet list was developed and refined by successive internal 
validation of seven successive forms and by comparison with 
similar scales of the Allport-Vemon Study of Values.
Experimental Results. Correlations between successive 
triplet lists and the religious and the political and 
economic scale® of the Allport-Vernon Study of Values were 
,6S and .69. (The probability that r* 0 was <.001, <.001) 
The writer strongly believes that a higher correlation could
127
have been obtained had word association forme been Item 
analysed against the R and PE scales of the Allport-Vernon 
Study of Values, Strictly speaking, from the results re­
ported here, we oan only make predictions concerning 
elementary psychology students at the University of Maryland 
and similar groups. Rut the order of correlations indicates 
a strong probability that word association tests oan be
designed to correlate highly with most reliable (verbal)
/attitude measures.^/High correlations with a questionnaire 
type attitude measure provide inferential support of the 
usefulness of the construct, response potential, for attitude 
measurement,
Permanence of Response Potentials, We have used the 
expression, verbal habits. One necessary characteristic of a 
habit Is Its relative permanence. We oan add further support 
to our theoretical position If w© oan show that verbal habits 
and their coordinate implicit response potentials are relative­
ly permanent. Confirmatory evidence was sought in three ways.
(1) Bel lability. The test-retest reliability of the 
final word association form, WA-7, was computed twice and 
found to be .01 and .07.
(2) Completion Time. It was assumed that if two con­
flicting response potentials are approximately equal in 
strength, each will tend to inhibit the elicitation of the 
other. It follows that respondents who hold either of two 
attitudes (R and PE in this case) much stronger than the other 
will be subject to fewer conflicting response potentials than
12&
subjects who hold two attitudes In relatively equal strength. 
It would follow that respondents of the latter sort would 
require more time to associate the response words In a 
triplet list with the stimulus words, and so would take more 
time to complete the task, this assumption was twice tested. 
Comparison of times required by strong attitude and middle 
attitude groups yields p-valuee of and 2% favoring shorter 
completion time for the former groups.
(>) Learning. It wae assumed that verbal habits are 
functionally related to implicit verbal association® which 
facilitate the learning of similar associations and inhibit 
the learning of associations of a contrary sort. We have 
here a twofold test: (l) we are measuring the Influence of
attitudes upon learning which we can do without making the 
further assumption that (2) verbal habits are relatively 
permanent. Two tests of these hypotheses are summarised 
below.
Learning. The triplet lists were divided into two sets. 
One set was used to select criterion learning subjects, the 
other was divided into paired associates to provide learning 
material. On the basis of theoretical considerations, It 
was predicted that criterion subjects could learn paired 
associates in keeping with existing attitudes more efficiently 
than paired associates representative of neutral or contrary 
attitudes. This experimental prediction was tested as 
described below.
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(1 ) Preliminary Learning Experiment, In a group-* 
administered preliminary learning experiment, techniques 
were devised to provide a more critical test of this hypothe­
sis in the final learning experiment which followed. The 
triplets used for attitude measurement were divided into two 
sets. In the preliminary learning experiment criterion 
subjects were selected by one set of triplets and tested in 
the learning of material consisting of paired associates 
formed from the second set of triplets. Responses were 
scored In term© of frequencies with which criterion subjects 
gave (a) correct response words, and (b) response words in 
keeping with either the religious or polItleal-economic atti­
tude whether the correct response was given or not.
(2) Final Learning Experiment. The religious and the 
political and economic scales of the Allport-Vernon Study of 
Values were used in conjunction with the triplets to select 
S R and 8 PE subjects for the individually administered 
final learning experiment. Responses were scored In terms 
of (a) correct responses, (b) response time and (o) the 
total number of responses whether correct or not. Scores 
were statistically evaluated by chi-square and t.
Experimental Results. Results of the preliminary learn­
ing experiment scored In terms of correct responses were In 
the direction predicted, but they were not large enough to 
be significant by scoring method (a). Differences were 
significant at the level by scoring method (b). Results 
of the final learning experiment when evaluated by chi-square
l j o
were sign If 1 cant at the 5̂ » 1$ and 2% levels when responses 
were scored in terns of correct responses, time and total 
responses, t yields differences In the predicted direction 
but not as large as those computed with chi-square.
These results are interpreted as providing strong 
support for the assumption that implicit verbal response 
potentials are relatively permanent. From the final learning 
experiment we can conclude tentatively that attitudes Influ­
ence the learning rate. - ■
Verbal Reserves Perception. An attempt was made to 
extend the theory of verbal behavior to perceptual phenomena. 
The experimental investigations of Postman, Bruner, MeG-innies, 
Goodman, McLeary, Lazarus and other®1 concerning the pro­
jective nature of perception were reviewed. When experimental 
findings were summarized, It was apparent that the response 
potential construct was not sufficiently broad in scope to 
account for the experimental evidence of attitude and personal­
ity influences on perception and related processes.
The theory of verbal behavior was extended accordingly*
The construct Verbal Reserve was formulated to denote an 
organization or systematic relationship among response poten­
tials* The elaboration of the construct verbal reserve in an 
attempt to explain certain projective aspects of perception*
led the theory to become so extensive that only a few of its
2implications could be tested experimentally.
^Discussion of these experiments, and a summary and 
references to experimental findings are cited in Chapter I.
^For delineation of this theory, see Chapter I.
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Pwrotptlon. For the most part, the invest 1.gat ore cited 
above have selected attitudes as an independent variable and 
have correlated with it differences in recognition and 
reaction times to verbal material. In like manner we 
selected criterion attitude groups with the final word asso­
ciation form, WA-7. We then attempted to demonstrate selec­
tive perception of verbal material.
Criterion groups were shown a Jumbled verbal context 
consisting of E and PE words, some of which contained R or 
PI words or “neutral1 words within them. For example;
JXKESPHHTgggHBZSAd Rgpi¥CPODJ PlSSOUK TftUWH 
Subjects woxfced under a time limit with instructions to 
underline all words they could find. Responses were scored 
in terms of the number of words from each attitudinal context 
underlined. Experimental prediction; members of each atti­
tude group will underline more words in keeping with their 
own attitudes. This prediction was tested twice, once with 
elementary and once with advanced psychology students.
Experimental Results. The first experiment yielded 
results in the direction predicted which were not large enough 
to be significant (p* JOf). Criterion groups showed a tend­
ency to underline parts of words which represented attitudes 
contrary or opposed to their own to form (a) neutral words, 
and/or (b) words In keeping with their own attitudes. This 
trend was significant at the 5# level.
The results of the second perceptual experiment did not 
confirm experimental predictions. There was a trend in the
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predicted direction for the PI subjects to underline parte 
of words from the opposed attitudinal context to form 
neutral words.
We believe that one reason for these essentially nega­
tive results was the fact that the political-economic crite­
rion subjects in this intermediate psychology class far 
exceeded the religious group < p <. 01) in performance of the 
assigned underlining task.
Incidental Learning, An incidental learning experiment 
was administered In conjunction with the perception experi­
ment. W# pointed out that the often made statement, "atti­
tudes Influence learning,* could mean (a) attitudes Influence 
the rate of immediate learning (tests of this hypothesis are 
described above) or (b) ap.individual»s attitudes influence 
what he selects to learn. The second alternative was tested. 
Immediately upon completion of the underlining task, subjects 
were instructed to turn their papers over and reproduce as 
many words as they could from the jumbled list. This hypothe­
sis was twice tested, once by recall, and once by the 
recognition method.
Experimental Results. Results were negative in both 
recall and recognition experiments, differences between crite­
rion groups being practically nil in both cases. It is 
tentatively proposed that when subjects are busily engaged 
in the performance of one task, criterion attitude groups 
will not exhibit large differences In incidental learning 
except, perhaps as a function of differences In ability.
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Differences between the criterion group® in the much more 
carefully controlled final learning experiment were only 
significant at the 5% level* Therefore, negative results 
In respect to Incidental learning were not entirely unex«* 
pected.
Summary. In the beginning we assumed that verbal 
behavior has substance and permanence In Itself and that 
verbal habits mediate behavior. It follows that hypotheses 
in regard to verbal habits will be necessary to the better 
understanding of related behavioral phenomena. Certain ©on- 
sequences of these assumptions have been delineated in the 
areas of attitudes, learning and perception where they have
been tested experimentally. We pointed out first that
attitudes are generally expressed and measured by verbal 
techniques. We suggested that a parsimonious assumption In 
regard to attitudes is that attitudes are a manifestation of 
verbal habits. Starting with this assumption, we demonstrated 
at a very high level of probability that the relative strength 
of two attitude can be measured by a simple word association 
technique. We recommend the method for It® speed and economy.
The relative permanence of verbal habits has been tested
In three ways i
{1) The reliability of the triplet technique of atti­
tude measurement was twice checked.
(g) The time required by criterion attitude groups to 
complete the triplet list was twice measured.
(3) The influence of attitudes upon learning has been
investigated as a further test of the permanence of verbal 
habits as well as to provide a measure of the role of atti­
tudes In mediating behavior.
In the first two of the above tests, experimental pre­
dictions were confirmed in eaoh instance. In the third—  
the learning experiments— results were not as definitive.
A preliminary experiment yielded results in the direction 
predicted which were not large enough to be significant. 
Experimental findings from the final learning experiment were 
significant at the 5% level.
One reason results in regard to learning were not so 
clearcut was the fact that two subject® showed marked revers­
als between their verbal expression of attitudes and learning 
of material in keeping with and opposed to expressed atti­
tudes. Special attention Is called to these reversals since 
they have been found many times by other investigators (6, 9* 
30, 50). We take the position that to apply such terms as 
*perceptual resonance* to the behavior of subjects who react 
as predicted and "perceptual vigilance* to the behavior of 
those who do not is an unscientific stratagem. We maintain 
that the phenomenon should not be glossed over by mere name 
calling but should be studied In Its own right. It I® felt 
that an adequate theory of verbal behavior may provide added 
Insights into this matter.
In an attempt to extend our theory of verbal behavior 
to the perceptual area, we developed and elaborated the con­
struct, verbal reserve. We believe it has important
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Implications to such systematic field® a® attitude®f emotion, 
and thinking. Some of the result® of the perceptual experi- 
ments tended to bear out predictions but, In general, experi­
mental results were Inconclusive.
We believe that we have shown enough positive experimental 
evidence that the probability of the validity of our Initial 
assumptions must be considered Increased; we believe that the 
approach to many aspects of behavior outlined here has been 
shown fruitful In that a theory of verbal behavior provides 
a framework convenient to the explicit fomul at Ion of testable 
hypotheses.
Finally, we repeat the truism, •Man is the only talking 
animal.* In reviewing various theories of hearing, Hllgard1 
has pointed out that the learning process In man (perhaps 
his cognitive maps as well) may differ fundamentally from the 
same process in rats. It is indeed a shame that these little 
animals so docile, so easily available for experimentation, 
oannot talk to us. If a theory of verbal behavior provides 
the psychologist a key for the better understanding of man, 
his findings must necessarily be of Interest to scientists of 
other f ields. What the psychologist learns, will prove of 
value to all scientists who study the attitudes and ethical 
beliefs which .guide man In Individual and social action toward 
the material and other requisites of well being.
— **— i I ■ ' I tfl ||— — umi .'I1,!* » HvitIrM h
1See Hilgard, E. R. , Theories of Learning. New York: 
Appleton-Oentury-Crofts, Inc., pp. 328-331.
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TABLE S3. WORD ASSOCIATION FORM 1.
1. REDES* 13. FREEDOM OF enterprise
14. ■raoKim.LK J i a s S S S ?
% WINE P*rty •J* communion 15. RESEARCH ot>J activitytruth
K DECEIVE sinfUl 16. REWARD h*»w«nwont
5. SUNDAY p^8?°h 17. BEN EFACTOR Inventor' oler-gyaan
6. MONEY IS. CONORESSMAN prestigeeervloe
7. MWILT " I ™ 1?. »ith n  ; a 5 S “ ..
g* OEtlSkm religiouseon^uer 20. FEAB OF ke!ldepression
m o 21. DENOMINA TIOM 1 ®ohurches
10. SDN solar syst< 22. WASES OF sln.worttera
u .  PBowcT S3. TEH dollarscommandments
13. CONTRIBUTE TO retirement g^> TRAIN FORcnarity serviceselling
25. SAYS MY
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TABLE 25. WORD ASSOCIATION FORK 3.
1. DECEIVE Vlnfulclever 13. HIGH Profits ^ Ideals
P GIVE blessed take 14. BIBLE practical spiritual
1 WIHE communion party 1 5 . REWARD heavento ik
*. BUS DAI 16. FREEDOM OF en te rp risereligion
5* FINGER hand arm 17. SEEK preeminence salvation
6 . INSULT *Te",g® forgive IS. TWELVE cabinet members apostles
7. SUN heavens 19. RESEARCH J ^ leal
g. LIE expedient wrong 20* OIGAHKTTE matchsmoke
9. PROTECT 21. PREPARE FOR Pr?®P*fltyjudgment
10. BALL sport 2 2. PRINCIPLES OF
1 1 . RESEARCH 23. UNIVERSAL machines
12. CLEANSE £*?*heart 2** depression
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TABLE 25. WORD ASSOCIATION FORM 3 (continued).
25. CHAIR furniture 36. MASS catholicproduction
P.6. PKMOMlNAflON M U *church 37. EVEBPRISEMT taxesGod
87* TEN commandment 0 dollars 3#. SAVE MX ^ r®esoul
gg. BENEFAG1DR clergymanInventor 39. CELESTIAL nyeterleenavigation
89. MAKER OF universemillions 40. MONET savings charity
30* UMT X  trinity monopoly 41. SUCCESS THRU »orki.ngprayer
21. BOUNTIES OF natureindustry 42. H0NE8TT IS moralpolicy
22. BELIEVE IN ®**fGod ^3* VALUES spiritualeconomic
33* GfllAfOR OF radiosheavens * WAGES OF 8ilVworkers
24. PRATER hel prul 45. TRAIN FOR eervlonbusiness
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TABLE 27. WORD ASSOCIATION FOHJ 5.
1. CELESTIAL «y»terl««navigat ton 12. TEN dollar*oomman&ments
2. SPOON *Uver cup 13. BOOK text novel
3. VALUES spiritual economic 1M-. SAVE MX money
*• PRAXE« h S S S * 15. CARDS
5. SPOUSE eoo table tntelltgeat 16. SUCCESS THRU striving
6* TRUST faithproof 17. SUNDAY X r o h
7. WAOES OP g®»k*r* 18. NATURE
8. OOOD mannerscompanions 19. RESPECT & £ £ £ '
9. SELF realisationpreservation 20. FRIENDS happyoultured
ia MOVIES dramatic a. ENJOY reverif„competition
11. CREATOR OP fashion*heavens 22. EVERPRESENT 2*?®*Cod
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TABLE 2 7. WORD ASSOCIATION FORM 5 (continued).
23. PRAISE ^ executives
gk WIME communion* party
25. STATELI **J*«tiopompous
86. BELIEVE IN s » » 1 o u pself
27. PRINCIPLES OP Utilitymorality
28. FREEDOM OP religionenterprise
disarmament
30. DEMOMIRATID* currencychurch
31. PEAR OP appruMiou
32. CAR ouAillae ' Jalopy
33. fWlLTE cabinet membe: apostles
Jfc. LUXURIES unnecessary deal rable
35 . LOOSE changemorals
36. ffOHESfX puritypolicy
37* FAILURE admitforget







TABLE gg. WORD ASSOGIAMOS PORK 6.
1. CELESTIAL ®y»tarle8navigatIon 12. MASS Production catnol1o
2. SPOON silver cup 13. BOOK tex\ y moral
3. VALUES spiritual ^ economic 1*1. SAVE MY ®oulmoney
PRAYER doubtfulhelpful 15- o“ M  SSif
SPOUSE eoelableIntelligent 16. SUCCESS BX | n i * L g
6. TRUST faithproof 17. SUMDAT ^ * * oh
WAGES OP workerselm
opportunities 18. teetament
8. GOOD manmerecompanions 19. PERSONAL Initiativereverence
Q SELF realization Y. preservation 20. FRIENDS happycultured
10. MOVIES musicaldram&tle 21. INJOY reverieoompetitlon
11. CREATOR OP fashionsheavens 22. EVERPRESENT taxesGod
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TABLE 28. WORD ASSOCIATIONS FORM 6 (continued).
23. PRAISE workersexecutives 3*. LUXURIES
gM-. INSULT forgiveavenge 35- LOOSE
change
morals
25. STATELT majesticpompous 36. CLERICAL ?ypi![!P5r
26. BELIEVE TK saviour self 37- FAILURE .forget
27. PRINCIPLES OF morality 38. 01VI
blessed
take
28. FREEDOM 0« religion enterprise 39. REWARD
working
heaven
29. TWELVE cabinet members apostles »K>. BECOME
ethical
forceful
50. DEN Oil INAT ION church^ to. ENJOY workpi*y
31. FEAN OF depressionhell A LIFE
0F integrity 
luxury
32- n oadillao jalopy ^3. DESIRE
prestige 
peace of mind





TABLE 29. METHOD OF S00RIHG RELX0XOUS, POLITICAL AND ECOHOMG 
SCALES Of? THE ALLPORT-TERROR STUDY OF VALUES.
Scoring of Part I
Quest Iona 3 and 9*
Strong preference for Answer a scored 0.
Slight preference for Answer a scored 1.
Slight preference for Answer b scored 2.
Strong preference for Answer h scored J.
Quest ions 12 and 2*t*
Strong preference for Answer a scored J.
Slight preference for Answer a scored 2.
Slight preference for Answer b scored 1 .
Strong preference for Answer b scored 0.
Scoring of Part II
Questions In which R response is compared with P response 
or E response (Question Hoc. 2 , 5» H #  12, A, 15).
If R response is first choice, score 3*
If R response is last choice, score 0.
If R response Is ranked above PE but not first, score 2.
If R response is ranked below PI, score 0.
If R response Is ranked below PE but 2nd, score 1.
Questions In which R responses are compared with both the 
P and E responses (Question Hos. 1 , 7 ).
If R response Is first choice, score 3*
If R response is last choice, score 0.
If R response is ranked above both P and S, score 3*
If R response is ranked below both P and E, score 0.
If R response is between P and E responses, score 1.
m ays  30. c an c e lla tio n  form 1 
In e tru c tlo n *s
1 . Th is le  a c a n c e lla tio n  t&ek. Kota the lin e s  o f le t t e r *below* When d ire c te d , you are to e ta r t a t  the top line
and o iro le  a l l  ^ ^ e iV  * £ • * • ,  and "CMe*, l ik e  th ie :
8. This is a test of aoouraoy, not of spssd. Try not tooverlook any of thsso three t o w sis.
3. Whon you finish, turn ths papsr ovsr. Look at the blaok-hoard, You will sos there a running rseord of ths tins.Rots ths tiae you finish In ths plaoe designated on the hade of ths papsr.
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